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Among Friends 

A Need For Support 

W bile hurrying to fix breakfast for my children the other 
morning, I was startled to hear an interview on National 
Public Radio with some of the staff at the Friends Girls 

School in Ramallah. The report was very troubling and I was anxious 
to learn more. In subsequent days we received considerable material 
about Ramallah, some of which appears in the current issue. 

May I call attention first to the letter on page 4 from Anna 
Kennedy, written while she was on home leave in the States recently. 
She is now back in Ramallah where she is a teacher at the Girls 
School. The letter was too long to share in full, and arrived just as 
we were going to press, but we share important sections with you. 
Also, on page 25 you will find an article by Jennifer Bing-Canar 
from the April is'sue of Quaker Life. Jennifer and her husband teach 
at the Friends Boys School. 

For those who do not know, Ramallah is a city of 40,000 located 
10 miles north of Jerusalem in the West Bank. The area has been the 
scene of considerable violence and unrest in recent months. The two 
Friends schools have been an important presence there for years. 
They provide college preparatory education, in Arabic and English, 
for approximately 900 Palestinian youth (nursery school age through 
12th grade). Ramallah Girls School is one of the oldest educational 
institutions for girls in the Middle East, founded in 1889. 

Since early January all schools in the West Bank have been closed 
by order of the Israeli military, affecting 284,000 students in 
approximately 1,000 schools. The Friends schools have struggled 
valiantly to find ways to support their own students-trying, for 
instance, to open the schools for a few hours a week so students can 
be given assignments to work on. Teachers as well have agreed to be 
available in their homes for consultation. 

The staff members have worked at great risk. Recently Israeli 
soldiers have appeared at both schools and have forced them to 
remain closed. Several Friends United Meeting volunteers (FUM is 
the parent organization for the schools) have been accosted and 
beaten by soldiers. One volunteer, Lindsey Cook, was beaten and 
shot with rubber bullets at close range. 

In mid-March a letter arrived at FUM offices in Richmond, 
Indiana, signed by 53 teachers from the two Friends schools. In a 
moving statement the teachers call upon Friends more widely to be 
aware of the situation in the West Bank and to support the schools 
financially at this time of great economic stress. With the schools 
closed, many families cannot afford to pay the fees which the schools 
depend on. 

Those who wish to contribute to an emergency fund may send 
checks to Friends United Meeting, 101 Quaker Hill Drive, 
Richmond, IN 47374 (designated for the Ramallah Emergency 
Appeal). You may also request a copy of the FUM report, "Caught 
in Conflict,'' which gives more details about the immediate situation. 

It is often so difficult to know what we can do to play a 
constructive role in the Middle East, and this seems like an excellent 
opportunity to support a valuable program. 
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Forum 

Face to Face 
Here it is, less than a week before 

Easter. The situation in Ramallah, as you 
can imagine from the news reports, is not 
good. Schools have been closed by 
military order for three months, and 
300,000 school children stand to lose a 
year of schooling if the schools are not 
allowed to open soon. Schools in 
Ramallah, including the Friends Schools, 
tried to open March 24. One hundred 
parents and students showed up at the 
Girls School, so did the military. The 
principal was told to clear the campus 
immediately, so that no one would get 
hurt. 

At the Friends Boys School things did 
not go as smoothly, partially because 
there were fewer journalists there. The 
soldiers came onto the campus, pushed 
the principal around while demanding 
that he clear the campus. He was then 
called in to the military headquarters for 
six hours, and threatened with six months 
in prison under military detention (no 
charges, no trial). The school board is 
now concerned that the campus might be 
taken over by the soldiers, so no further 
attempts to open school are being made. 

U.S. citizens, both Arab Americans 
and "whites," have been detained in 
prison or beaten up by Israeli soldiers 
during the past four months. There are 
affidavits from these people on hand at 
the U.S. consulate in East Jerusalem. No 
action is being taken to protect these 
people; in fact, observers from the U.S. 
consulate in the troubled areas are far 
less frequent than those from other 
embassies. 

Write to your senators and to your 
representatives in government. U.S. tax 
dollars are supporting the state of Israel 
to the tune of $8 million per day. Write 
to the Israeli embassy as well with your 
concern for the kind of collective 
punishment that is happening on the 
West Bank, and not so well publicized: 
electricity is cut in refugee camps from 5 
p.m. to 1 a.m.; there are often raids on 
homes by soldiers (sounds like a form of 
terrorism to me); there has been no 
kerosene or gasoline delivered and sold 
for over three weeks; phone lines to the 
outside world have been cut. You can't 
call me, even if you want to pay to do 
so. 

Keep discussion of the situation going. 
Listen to what people you don't agree 
with are saying. This is the one issue that 
most peace activists I know avoid talking 
about, because it is so emotionally 
fraught for all of us. We are expecting 
the Palestinians and Israelis to take the 
enormously risky step of negotiating face 
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to face. Taking those risks ourselves in 
discussing the situation with those we 
think we will never see eye to eye with, 
not only gives us a taste of what 
Palestinians and.Israelis are up against, 
but breaks the hold of hopelessness on 
our thinking, if we are persistent in 
remembering our respect for each other 
and our goals of finding greater clarity 
and understanding of the issue. 

Thank you to each of you-friends of 
Friends schools, people I made contact 
with through my talks at Quaker 
meetings, personal friends. The 
determination with which the West 
Bankers are holding out after 20 years of 
occupation should inspire us all to rise to 
every call for a better world that life 
offers us! 

Anna Kennedy 
Friends Girls School 

Ramallah, West Bank 

Full of Surprises 
A problem which comes up in Friends 

meeting time after time is when, if, or 
where small children should attend 
meeting for worship. 

Perhaps they should come in the 
meeting room 15 minutes at the 
beginning of meeting for worship? 
Perhaps they should join us for the last 
15 minutes of meeting? Perhaps they 
should have their own meeting in First
day school? 

I have, personally, found the perfect 
solution. I do not even try to meditate 
at the beginning of meeting when the 
children are with us. It is just too 
fascinating to watch them. They are so 
beautiful. The miracle of childhood is 
something we should all observe. One 
should ask oneself, "What did Jesus 
mean when he said we should become as 
little children?" There is plenty of 
material for meditation at the beginning 
of meeting for worship if we just look 

around the room at the children gathered 
there-with our eyes wide open. 

This can be full of surprises, too. Last 
First-day, one little girl recited, without 
prompting, the 23rd Psalm. 

Facing Tragedy 

Virginia Apsey 
Red Hook, N.Y. 

Wilmer Tjossem's story in the January 
issue of FRIENDS JoURNAL of two Quaker 
families in Nebraska Yearly Meeting was 
written with great sensitivity. I am deeply 
grateful that he and the families involved 
were willing to share this experience with 
Friends in the wider Society, and that 
FRIENDs JoURNAL would publish it. 

High courage and deep compassion, 
shown by these two families, undergirded 
by support of their meeting, as they 
faced agonizing tragedy, truly reveal 
"what love can do." I feel sure that 
Friends will ponder this story of triumph 
of spirit as they read, and will be 
strengthened as they so do. With humility 
and love we thank them. 

Elizabeth Marsh Jensen 
Loveland, Colo. 

Expanding Our Thinking 
Thank you to Keith Gann for his 

article, "Swimming in Deep Water" (FJ 
Feb.), especially these words: "For all of 
us there are obstacles to our experience 
of wholeness .... Some are attitudes we 
adopt. as very young children in response 
to situations in which we have no 
control. ... Some of these attitudes 
served me well . . . and I have a deep 
love, respect, and loyalty to them. 
However, as an adult I find they are no 
longer useful. . . . " 
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He speaks to my condition. I need to 
discard some old ways of thinking, old 
ways of solving problems that no longer 
fit me, but I need to honor the good 
service they gave me in the past. He has 
given me the tools. 

Bobbie Ruby 
Evanston, Ill. 

The road to AIDS needs guideposts to 
help us understand how to talk about it 
clearly. Here are some which I have 
found helpful: 

1. What can and should be done for 
persons with AIDS? This includes all 
types of help-moral, spiritual, physical, 
medical, financial. 

2. Fear and hysteria need to be 
minimized, especially among children, 
who lack experience in facing mysterious 
dangers. 

3. What can be done to stop the 
epidemic, to protect loved ones, 
co-workers, and citizens? 

4. What are the costs in money, 
distorted careers, resources? Who will 
and/ or should pay these costs? 

5. What are the facts in careful, 
objective language, not fantasy or hype? 
How do we know what we think we 
know? What taboos are confusing the 
discussions, and how do they do it? 

Looking at AIDS from the points of 
view of these five concerns is a fertile 
way of stimulating good discussions. 

Paul Johnson 
Thousand Oaks, Calif. 

Push or Pull 
Having grown up in a conservative 

yearly meeting (New England before 
1945) some of whose members were 
politically liberal and who regularly read 
and quoted the Bible, I was troubled by 
George Welch's account (FJ Feb.) of 
"theological differences" in Iowa Yearly 
Meeting. He described espousal of 
"biblical and evangelical concerns" and a 
"search for the Spirit through acts" as 
being opposed to one another. Where is 
the unifying search so characteristic of 
conservative Friends down through the 
years? Could there not be for Iowans-as 
for all of us-a search also for Fox's and 
Barclay's indwelling Christ or Inner 
Light? Has the latter flickered out? 

Rufus Jones spoke of a " double 
search." The search of God for man and 
man for God is what the Bible is all 
about. Our inward experience of the 

continued on page 26 
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Viewpoint 

Exporting Poisons 
The front cover of a recent Time 

magazine proclaims: "Trade Wars: the 
U.S. Gets Tough with Japan." On the 
back cover of another issue an advertise
ment for a brand of U.S. cigarettes prom
ises in Spanish: "Grandes momentos. 
Gran sabor" (Great moments. Great 
flavor.). 

At first glance the lead article and the 
advertisement have nothing in common. 
However, both have to do with United 
States exports. Interestingly enough, an 
unnoticed news item at the same time the 
Iran-Contra arms story first came out 
reported that the United States had just 
signed a trade agreement with Japan, 
allowing the United States to export more 
alcoholic beverages and tobacco products 
to that country. 

The United States of America is a 
fascinating study in contrasts, paradoxes, 
and anomalies. On the one hand, the 
government had declared an all-out war 
on drugs. There are even U.S. planes 
spraying marijuana fields in Guatemala. 
On the other hand, the government not 
only allows but promotes the export of 
the death sticks, called cigarettes. Young 
people in the United States in my genera
tion vigorously and violently protested the 
Vietnam war. Today people continue to 
protest against (though not so many, nor 
so violently) the nuclear arms buildup, 
capital punishment, violence in South 
Africa, the hunting of whales, etc. But 
who ever hears of protest marches against 
the tobacco industry, an industry that 
kills more Americans each year than died 
in the whole Vietnam War? Who ever 
hears of marches on the capital for sub
sidizing tobacco farmers? Yet tobacco has 
killed many more people than nuclear 
energy, even including the Chernobyl 
accident. 

Ironically, as tobacco sales have de
clined in the United States, tobacco com
panies have looked for new markets in the 
so-called Third World of developing na
tions. And their promotional efforts have 
paid off. More and more young people 
in those countries are beginning to smoke. 

Gene Pickard serves as a missionary in 
Guatemala with Southwest Yearly Meeting. 
His article appeared in the October 1987 
Evangelical Friend. 

The World Health Organization has 
forecast that "smoking diseases will ap
pear in developing countries before com
municable diseases and malnutrition have 
been controlled, and thus the gap between 
rich and poor countries will widen fur
ther." 

Sometime this year some members of 
Congress will propose a bill to ban 
cigarette advertising. I urge our fellow 
Christians in the United States to support 
that legislation with letters to appropriate 
Senators and Congressmen. And when 
you write, suggest a ban at least on 
government involvement in promoting 
tobacco sales abroad. Of course that will 
not solve the whole problem. Tobacco is 
also grown here in Central America. 
However, we can urge our own govern
ment to stay out of the business. To 
redress trade imbalance is one thing; to 
promote the export and use of fatal 
poisons is quite another. 

Gene Pickard 
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Q uakers did not invent queries. 
Mothers did. Without queries, 
motherdom would be ham

strung. 
In my memory, many of my mother's 

queries are categorized in clusters: "Did 
you brush your teeth? Did you clean 
your room? Did you shine your shoes?" 
A negative response to any of these 
necessitated corrective measures. 

"Ha!" you might argue (if you're in 
an argumentative mood). "Those aren't 
really queries. Those are specific ques
tions asking for specific responses." 

"You're right," I answer. "But so are 
many of the queries read at many 
Quaker business meetings'': 

Do you participate regularly in meeting for 
business? 
Do you read the Bible? 
Do you practice family prayer? 
Do you support the public schools? 

These queries, like my mother's, are 
designed to keep me focused on generally 
accepted principles. Like my mother's, 
they also carry the implication of a right 
or wrong answer and the advisability of 
altering unsatisfactory behavior. 

As with Quaker queries, my mother's 
were not limited to ones requiring only 
a right or wrong answer. A favorite of 
hers was, "What did you accomplish to
day?" I hated that one. It really put the 
pressure on. Though there were limitless 
right answers, there was still a wrong 
answer. I might come home from a 
wonderful day of looking at clouds, 
talking to friends, and playing 25 in-

Barry Morley is a member of Sandy Spring 
(Md.) Meeting. Formerly a teacher in Quaker 
schools, he is presently director of Catoctin 
Quaker Camp for children. In the off season 
he directs Inward Bound programs for adults 
and music for the Victorian Lyric Opera 
Company. Sometimes he writes short plays 
and long opera librettos. 
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Buff 
• uertes 

by Barry Morley 

nings of softball with no score being 
kept. But none of that would suffice. 
There needed to be an identifiable ac
complishment, and I couldn't even say 
that we won the game. 

A terrible flaw in this query was its 
encouragement of deception. I began to 
collect accomplishments in order to 
whip one out on demand: a minor 
award, a solo sung in assembly, a 
perfect spelling paper, a bad poem ac
cepted for publication in the school 
literary magazine. Accomplishments like 
these could be saved up for days, 
sometimes weeks. Queries encouraging 
deception should be avoided even by 
mothers. 

Perhaps the best of my mother's 
queries was, "Is that the kind of person 
you want to be?" Even though she 
asked it only when "no " was the ap
propriate answer, it is a sound query. 
An answer is not always immediately 
obvious. Often some consideration must 
be given. At one time or another I pon
dered explorers, athletes, lovers, states
men, entertainers, tycoons, the great 
teachers, spiritual giants. The quality 
that sets this query apart is that con
sideration is more important than 
answers. It encourages growth from one 
vision of life to another. If one never 
received more than that from queries, 
they would be worthwhile. 

The secret of my mother's queries was 
simplicity. They were short, clear, and 
pointed. In contrast, my Book of Dis
cipline contains one query which asks 
nine distinct questions. By the time the 
end is reached, I've lost track of the 
beginning. I never had that trouble with 
my mother's queries. 

Caring for Others is a beautifully 
crafted query from my Book of Dis
cipline: 

Do you respect that of God in every person 
regardless of race, religion, sex, or age? Are 

you open to growth and change in others, 
and sensitive to their needs and ideas? Do 
you recognize the joyful place in God's world 
for sexuality within mutually caring and 
responsible relationships? Do you avoid, in 
dealing with individuals and organizations, 
using others as instruments to accomplish 
ends, however worthy? 

Applying the simplicity principle to 
this might yield, "Do you respect that 
of God in every person?" I would ac
tually prefer this query grounded in 
another George Fox statement, "Do you 
walk gently over the earth, answering to 
that of God in every person?" That's 
one I treasure, one I use, one I frequently 
contemplate. I have made it into a per
sonal query, one that is particularly po
tent for me. It centers me, it grows in 
me. I focus on it often and long. 

I want queries that look beyond ex
pected behavior. I want queries that go 
deeper than proper responses to Quaker 
concerns. I yearn for something that 
touches my core, that holds me to my 
center, that speaks primarily of inward 
essence. If I am centered in the power 
of the Spirit that dwells in me, I reason, 
outward manifestations will take care of 
themselves. I think of ancient stories 
about properly tended vines bearing 
good fruit. Our lives are filled with calls 
to action, with causes to be won or lost, 
with cries for attention to this person's 
need and that person's plight. My need 
is not so much to respond to all the 
clamor, but to function within the 
Light. For me the powerful queries are 
ones that cleave me to the Light. 

One summer at Catoctin Quaker 
Camp I received a modest opening. I 
should close the next staff meeting with 
a query. I should explain that the query 
is not to be answered; as with my per
sonal query, an answer might be disrup
tive of a more important process. The 
query should simply be looked at 
through closed eyes. I took a file card 
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and copied down the query as given. 
That evening I ended staff meeting by 

asking permission to read the query. I 
explained that it should not be an
swered. "Just hold it about two feet in 
front of you," I said, indicating the 
distance with my hand. "Then look at 
it through closed eyes." I read: "Do you 
recognize that you are the Light of the 
world and that your role is to touch the 
world with that Light?" 

The staff sat in silence. After a time 
I adjourned the meeting by saying thank 
you. Later I was surprised to see the 
query included verbatim in the minutes 
posted from that meeting. 

Before the next staff meeting another 
query was given to me. I copied it down 
and tucked it into a pocket. Being wary 
of imposing queries on a captive staff, 
I elected not to read it unless asked. The 
staff meeting ended, as it always does, 
when silence finally followed the ques
tion, "Is there any more business?" Then 
someone said. "Do you have another 
query for us?" 

"As a matter of fact I do," I an
swered, reaching for the file card. 
"Remember," I said, "to hold it in 
front of you. Don't answer it. Just look 
at it." Then I read: "Are you open to 
being Way opening for others?" 

After that, queries tumbled into ex
istence and onto file cards: 

Do you look for the best in people, giving 
them opportunity to respond accordingly? 
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Do you recognize the things in your life that 
center you, and do you tum to them before 
you need to? 

Do you remain alert that young people pat
tern their lives after you, seeing in you things 
they might aspire to? 

When you feel yourself in error are you as 
lovingly patient with yourself as you'd like 
to be with a child? 

And so, over the years, the packet of 
file cards grows thicker. Old queries get 
re-asked even as new ones come into 
being. 

This past summer a counselor said to 
me, "I still have trouble not answering 
the query even though I ·know it works 
better when I just look at it." 

The counselor is right. A query an
swered can be laid aside. By looking at 
a query you absorb it. It becomes part 
of you, much the way a painting on the 
wall of your living room becomes part 
of you, much the way a piece of music 
heard over and over becomes part of 
you. (You might ask yourself, "Does 
this painting/music center me? Does it 
enrich me?" You're encouraged tore
spond to your answers to these ques
tions.) 

The most powerful queries are the 
ones that come through you for you. 
For years I had a personal query which 
I looked at often: "Do you live your life 
in such a way that you draw all things 
into harmony with God's universal love?" 

No purpose would be served by an-

swering that query, nor have I ever at
tempted to. But, like the paintings on 
my walls, it has been looked at and ab
sorbed. 

One summer Sunday afternoon a 
woman pedaled her bicycle into camp 
(no mean feat given our mountainous 
dirt roads) to find out what kind of peo
ple these Quakers are. She probed me 
with pointed questions phrased in the 
language of fundamentalist convictions. 
I answered, as best I could, in terms I 
hoped she could hear. As she grappled 
with my responses, her questions 
became more searching, as if my 
answers verged on being acceptable. 
Finally, in what appeared to be an 
effort to attain closure, she said, "Just 
tell me this. What is the purpose of 
your life?" 

Without thought or hesitation I 
replied, "To draw all things into har
mony with God's universal love." 

She pondered a moment. ''That seems 
good to me," she said, and pedaled off. 

But I was amazed. I never expected 
that I might give that answer to that 
question. Clearly the query had taken on 
power. 

Lately I find that that query has 
receded as another, through its own bid
ding, comes forward. In its original 
form it asked, "Do you dwell comfor
tably in the mystery?" Now it asks me, 
"Do you dwell joyfully in the mystery?" 
At this point I'm not even sure what that 
means. But then, the query implies that 
I don't need to understand what it 
means. 

Your own imagination is a treasure 
trove of personal queries which can 
comfort, lead, and transform you. Don't 
make one up. Rather, take some time to 
find one. Find as many as you like. 
Allow them access to you. Fish for them 
during quiet times when they can pop in
to consciousness. A hot bath or shower 
is a good place to catch one. Hold it 
about two feet in front of you and look 
at it through closed eyes. Be careful not 
to answer it. Just look at it. Look at it 
frequently. If a time comes for it to go, 
don't cling to it like some prized posses
sion. Let it slip back where it came 
from. Then look for another. 

In essence your personal query is a 
form of prayer. While you wait for one 
you might look through closed eyes at 
this: 

Do you keep yourself open to the promise, 
power, and possibilities of your own inner 
life? 0 
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My Mother's 
Many 
Gardens 
by Margaret Hope Bacon 
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I squat in my garden weeding. The 
sun is hot on my neck, but there is 
a salt breeze from the bay. In the 

tall pine, a crossbill is singing, 
celebrating the blue sky. It rained last 
night, and rich earth smells rise as I 
scratch at the soil. For a long time I am 
completely, mindlessly absorbed in the 
happiness of the moment. Then I think 
of my mother, wishing she might have 
lived to see my garden, and reflecting on 
how life comes full circle. 

I remember my mother, squatting in 
her vegetable garden, when I was a lit
tle girl. We lived in New York City, and 
the garden was part of a little country 
place up the Hudson we rented for 
weekends and four months of summer. 
I was an only child, and though my 
parents often invited one of my friends 
to visit for a week or so, there were long, 
lonely periods when I couldn't find 
much to do. I hung around the house
holds of my neighbors, or built fairy
lands of moss and sand down at the 
stream, or waited impatiently for my 
mother to get through with her garden 
so she could take me swimming down 
at the muddy river across the fields. 

When I would come to find out if it 
were time, Mother would show me how 
the first little beans were beginning to 
form, or the eggplant was in flower. I 
couldn't have cared less. I liked the food 
that came from the garden, but I regard
ed the work of it as boring. The only 
thing I enjoyed was picking berries. In 
late June, my mother would send me 
with a small tin pail to the wild 
strawberry patch we had found, and if 
I picked enough, we would churn 
strawberry ice cream for supper. 
Perhaps because of the immediate prom
ise of reward, squatting in the 
strawberry patch seemed sweet. 

We moved eventually to Florida, 
where the soil was sandy, and the 
flowers and fruits tropical. For a 
number of years we lived in apartments, 
and my mother had no garden for eight 
months of the year. However, every 
summer we went to a rural area in 
southern Ontario, my mother's home, 
and here my uncle and grandfather grew 
large plots of vegetables and flowers, as 
well as keeping a cow, a horse, and some 
chickens. The men did most of the gar
dening while the women-my aunt and 

Margaret Hope Bacon is a member of Central 
Philadelphia (Po.) Meeting and is the author of 
numerous articles, reviews, and books, including 
Valiant Friend, The Quiet Rebels, and Mothers of 
Feminism. 
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my mother-canned and preserved the 
produce, or made the butter and cottage 
cheese. I found canning unbearably 
dull, and was therefore willing to gather 
the eggs and learn to milk. I even con
sented to hoe the corn and tomatoes in 
the heat of the day, discovering it was 
a quick way to work on my suntan. 

Though she had only a small part in 
creating it, my mother loved this Cana
dian garden. In the first cool of the 
evening she would water and pick off 
the dead blossoms from the pansies, and 
admire the colors of the gladiola. Often, 
she came and asked me to see a par
ticularly brilliant display of color. I 
don't remember being very responsive, 
perhaps because in the evenings I was 
generally waiting to see if some young 
man from a neighboring farm would 
come and take me out on a date. 

After I left home for college, my 
parents bought a house in Florida, and 
my mother had a full-time backyard 
garden for the flrst time since she was 
married. She quickly learned to enrich 
the southern soil so that she could grow 
roses as well as all the southern plants, 

and she began a bed of amaryllis which 
expanded and grew more beautiful each 
year. When I came to .visit she would 
show me a blossom on the passion vine, 
or bring me a sprig of jasmine to smell. 
Later, when I brought my husband and 
children, there would be special 
grapefruit saved for the grandchildren 
to pick. And when the uproar created by 
a family of flve in the otherwise peaceful 
house became too much, my mother 
would retire to her garden, and weed 
and loosen the soil around her lilies. 

The children grew older, and she and 
my father grew frail. The neighbors 
worried. One day, bending over in the 
garden to weed, she somehow fell and 
broke her leg. It was time now for them 
to leave the house and garden and move 
back North, closer to us. After a year 

· or so I found them an apartment in a 
retirement community, with a patio and 
a garden just big enough for my mother 
to enjoy. Although she was now over 80, 
her garden soon won her the admiration 
of all her neighbors. She liked to show 
it to me when I visited, but she also took 
me on tour to see the other patio gardens 

Time Travelers 

by Dorothy DiRienzi 
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I remember, as a child, cradling my 
small hands in my father's, wrap
ping the strong fingers around 

mine and uncurling them again, 
measuring the distance in length and 
years. I watched his hands wear over 
the years, becoming grooved by 
cares, like a canyon wall is sculpted 
by rains and the invisible grinding of 
winds. Finally, at the end, his hands 
were polished to a transparent sheen 
and the veins showed through like 
striations in worked agate. 

Ten years ago, I watched my son's 
entire infant hand grip my thumb 
with space to spare, and in wonder 
I examined the thinness of the blue 
lines that coursed through the tiny 
fingers. 

Dorothy DiRienzi is a member of the Monthly 
Meeting of Philadelphia (Pa.), where she is on 
the First-day School Commillee and publishes 
the meeting newsleller. She is a trustee for 
Friends Select School, is raising two children, 
and is manager of the copyediting department 
of a book publisher. 

she especially liked, and walk across the 
grounds to point out the young fruit 
trees just beginning to bear. 

My father died, and my mother grew 
too frail to live in the little apartment. 
We moved her yet again, to a boarding 
home close to us where she could have 
her own sunny room. Her last garden 
blossomed on her window ledges, 
African violets and cyclamens and suc
culents. We visited, and her grand
children came as frequently as they 
could. Still, there were long boring stretch
es to her day. Having the little living 
plants made her feel less alone, she con
fided . Sometimes she would show us 
proudly a new bud which had just 
developed. When she died, just before 
her 96th birthday, the plants were still 
healthy and the soil moist. 

Now, as I dig my garden in Maine, 
my granddaughter cannot understand 
why I will not leave it and come swim
ming with her. But the circle is now 
complete, and as I garden, I experience 
the joy my mother tried so hard to share 
with me throughout the years. It brings 
her very near. D 

We recently returned from a 
journey west. As the children slept or 
played or argued while the long roads 
rumbled by, I breathed the dry winds 
that scoured the uplifted sediments of 
the ages, where dinosaurs and dead 
pioneers alike had left their traces. 
The tedium of travel made the return 
home delicious. Shortly afterward, 
on the occasion of an aunt's birth
day, my son remarked how quickly 
time went by-about how soon that 
endless trip had ended, how birthdays 
rapidly succeeded, and how, though 
he was only 10, he could really feel 
that 20 and 30 and beyond would not 
be long in passing. He remembered 
his grandfather, and clenching his 
hands, he told me he was afraid. 

I was caught between amazement 
and amusement. But as I picked over 
my sparse collection of replies, I 
heard an answer echo through, like 
a call across a canyon: The number 
of the years doesn't matter. There is 
always time enough. D 
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THE TULIP 
Within the bulb the tulip sleeps 
Through the long dark of winter's night, 
In frozen stillness keeps 
Its watch until the light 

Beckons the heavy torpid earth 
To greet the slowly-strengthening sun, 
To turn from death to birth, 
The arcane cycle run. 

And now the tulip's secret breathes 
Softly within its soggy bed. 
It knows what shape to make its leaves, 
It knows its soul is red. 

And soon the pale green spears appear, 
Sent by the life within. 
Their message now is clear: 
Let joyful growth begin. 

And now appears the tenderest bud 
As smooth and perfect as a shell, 
And still from springtime mud 
The cry comes: All is well! 

Until one sunrise, when the dew 
Lies silver on each blade of grass, 
The tulip's soul at last breaks through 
And hails the sun in scarlet dress, 
Miraculously true, 
Age-old yet morning new. 

-Winifred Rawlins 

Winifred Rawlins is a member of Providence (Pa.) 
Meeting, and a volunteer with the American Friends 
Service Committee. 

LITANY FOR AGING GARDENERS 

Tom Brown is clerk of West
town (Pa.) Meeting and of 
the Advisory Committee of 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. 

Lord, for the seeds I had, but never planted; 
for the seedlings started, and ignored, 
for thriving young plants, never thinned or weeded; 
for ripe produce, left too long, or harvested but never used; 
for abundant crops, not shared, 
Lord, forgive these my sins of omission. 

Lord, for the seeds that flourished, 
for the plants that thrived, 
for the fruit that came to full term, 
for the delight of color, smell, taste, and texture, 
for the beauty of rich humus and friable dirt, 
for the sweat and strain and complaining muscles, 
for the joy of feeding myself and others, 
for these, 0 Lord, accept my thanks. 

Lord, as winter settles in and the sun sets with darker meaning, 
forgive what I might have done to nurture others and did not; 
yet even as my shelves are heavy with your gift of food while the 

cold comes on, 
my thanks, Lord, for the wealth of love unearned, undeserved yet 

poured upon me, 
my only shelter against the starving cold; 
for these, 0 Lord, my thanks. 

Lord, for water, the life blood of this world, 
for soil ground down from wounded mountains 
for sun and light by which life springs, 
for these without which I would be nothing, 
for these, 0 Lord, accept my thanks. 

And Lord, for Son and Light through whom I see your glory and feel your 
presence, 
0 Lord, accept my thanks. 

-Tom Brown 
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ROBIN 
Every creature is a word of God and is a 
book about God. 

Meister Eckhart 

April sun washed our bath's window 
One morning last spring when a robin 
Beat its wings and beak in a cracked show 
Against the pane. I watched four 
More awe-struck dawns 'til bloody 
Scratches smeared the pane, scars 
Of whirring bogus battle. 

Blood stayed on the glass 'til fall 
Rains washed it clean. But now 
These three spring mornings 
Has recurred the same struggle. 
This year the same bird? 

Why would an early bird who sun-lights our 
Lawn with a liquid lilt beat itself 
'Til its own blood turns it back? 
A neighbor claims the male 
Sees its own reflection and attacks 
The invader of its turf. 

The force that drives the brown bird 
Through the pane fuses 
Bloody acts, compels absurd 
Flights, futile fights. Why? 

A vast silence answers. 
Moved by an age-old awe 
I savor the question. 
I do not want to know why 
God nurtures in creatures an urge 
To their own ruin . Mystery 
Exists to be embraced. 

-Judith Brown 

A writer and teacher, Judith Brown is a member of University 
(Wash.) Meeting in Seattle. 
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Quakers 
Under the 
Northern 
Lights 
by Jonathan Lutz 

D ouglas Steere enjoys telling of 
his first meeting for worship in 
1937 with a small group of 

Finns, some of whom would later 
together form what has become Finland 
Monthly Meeting. As the story goes, 
Douglas had forgotten to mention how 
meeting is broken, and, after shaking 
hands with his neighbors once or twice 
to no effect, he finally walked out of the 
room. Finding that the others simply 
continued the meeting, Douglas later 
went back in: "And that's when the 
meeting really started!" 

The roots of Quaker meetings . in 
diverse places are,. naturally, various, 
and each of the Nordic countries has its 
own story. (Scandinavians themselves 
tend to refer to the "Nordic" countries, 
a term which more clearly includes not 
only Finland but Iceland. I use them in
terchangeably in this article.) Quakers 
in Finland, of which I form more than 
three percent (we are 30), are but the 
newest and smallest of the Nordic 
meetings, having become a monthly 

Jonathan Lutz is co-clerk of Finland Monthly 
Meeting and editor a/Finnish Friends Newsletter. 
A native of Wisconsin, graduate of Haverford Col
lege, and music teacher by training, he has lived 
and worked in Sweden and Finland since 1977. 
Having taught at Viittakivi International Center, 
he now lives with his wife, Ylva, and their two 
children at Emmaus-Westervik, a recycling (rag
picking) community established by two Finnish 
Friends in 1973. 
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meeting under the care of Sweden Year
ly Meeting in 1945. If long history and 
wealth of activity characterize "weighty 
meetings," our feet barely touch the 
ground. 

Norwegian Friends, with some 130 
members today, have the most striking 
history. Norwegian and Danish 
prisoners of war on British ships in 1814 
found that their deep religious ex
periences corresponded closely to those 
of Friends and brought Quakerism 
home with them. In a completely sepa
rate development some years later, a 
farmer named Knud Botnen formed a 
group in the remote R0ldal valley of 
West Norway. Without knowing of 
Friends' existence, they met for worship 
in Quaker fashion and developed along 
similar lines, finally being gathered in
to the fold in 1853 through the vision 
and searching of the U.S. Quaker, 
Lindley Murray Hoag. However, the 
whole R0ldal group later emigrated to 
the United States and settled in Iowa. 
(Interested readers should consult 
Wilmer L. Tjossem's Quaker S/oopers: 
From the Fjords to the Prairies, pub
lished by Friends United Press, 1984.) 

Now numbering fewer than 40, 
Friends established a yearly meeting 
with help from British, U.S., and 
Norwegian Friends in 1875. Sweden 
Yearly Meeting, with some 100 members 
(not counting those in Finland Monthly 
Meeting), grew out of a worship group 

established in the 1920s and was 
recognized as a religious society in 1937. 
So strong was the influence of the high
powered intellectual and literary women 
who formed the core of the group, some 
people may have thought it was a 
women's organization. (Douglas Steere 
reports one Swede's disbelief that he, a 
man, could be a Quaker.) Perhaps the 
most influential of these women was 
Emilia Fogelklou, a prolific author and 
the first woman in Sweden to be granted 
a theological degree. English-speaking 
readers may learn more about her 
through the biography and selected 
translations by Howard Lutz entitled 
Reality and Radiance (Friends United 
Press, 1985). 

Having taken regular part in Friends 
activities in Sweden and Finland during 
the past ten years, in fact joining the 
Society in Finland, I am still pondering 
the reasons for the relative smallness of 
our meetings. It may indeed sometimes 
appear that Quakerism is too English (or 
American) to catch on elsewhere in 
Europe. Shy Finns don't seem very likely 
to deliver messages in meeting, for in
stance. Addressing the question of 
whether Quakerism is an English phe
nomenon or speaks to more basic spiri
tual needs, Hans Eirik Aarek of Norway 
Yearly Meeting states his belief that 
"Quakerism is universal" and cites ex
amples of how Scandinavians them
selves prepared the ground for the 
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spread of Quakerism to the north (in his 
chapter on the " Scandinavian Contribu
tion to Quakerism" in Quakerism-A 
Way of Life, published by the 
Norwegian Quaker Press, 1982). 

I would like to agree with his op
timism. There are any number of good 
reasons why Scandinavians should make 
especially good Friends. Society at large 
here is quite "Quakerly" with its 
democratic structures, enlightened social 
and educational policies, mass transit, 
etc. Scandinavians are great nature
lovers, cautious in their speech, inter
national in their thinking. Those shy, 
reticent Finns tend not to make small
talk, but when they do speak, the words 
may cqme from the heart (recitation of 
poetry is still common, for example). 
And what is the famous sauna, if not 
Quaker meeting at a higher temperature? 
Sauna is often the occasion on which 
Finns confide their innermost thoughts. 

When considering the state and possi
ble growth of Scandinavian Friends 
groups, a number of practical and 
theological matters must be taken into 
account. Well-designed as Quakerism 
may be to meet universal needs, it does 
enter Scandinavia as an import, closely 
linked to Anglo-Saxon culture. Many of 
the most valuable journals and spiritual 
writings are clothed in 17th and 18th 
century English, which proves slow
going even for native speakers. More 
contact with other Friends is exactly 
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Faith and Practice, despite what seems 
to be a real need for a work which would 
bring together the best of the wider 
Quaker tradition with the unique ex
perience and practice of Nordic Friends. 
Of course, a great deal of what it means 
to be a Friend is learned through ex-

~ posure. Take as an illustration Friends ! meeting for business: the natural rhythm 
~ of it all, good clerking, the sense of the 
:;. meeting. Experience is the best teacher 
~ in such things, yet we here lack written 
to- material and have few Friends with 
~ more than a superficial knowledge of 

Quaker tradition and practice. 

Left: A view from neor the home 
of Swedish Friends Harald 
and Ellen Theodorsson 

Small numbers, recent beginnings, 
linguistic and cultural distances to be 
overcome-all of these things are un
doubtedly overshadowed by what is a 
major complication throughout Scan
dinavia, namely the dominance of state-

in Gagnet, Sweden 
Above: The inside of the Friends 
meetinghouse at Emmaus
Westervik, Finland 

what isolated Friends need, yet contact 
with the wider Quaker world almost 
necessarily takes place in English. If 
U.S. Friends have problems attracting 
ordinary people, the situation here is 
even more acute. No one has suggested 
giving prospective members English pro
ficiency tests, but those whose English 
is mediocre or negligible are at some 
disadvantage and may weed themselves 
out. (Actually, Scandinavian Friends are 
often fiercely independent and concerned 
about this problem. Some may even 
neglect Quaker history and tradition 
simply for fear of looking to London or 
Philadelphia for their light.) 

To some extent, Scandinavian Friends 
have gone their own way. They tend to 
be more homey and less austere in fur
nishing their meeting places. Perhaps 
due to the limited amount of daylight in 
winter months, a lighted candle usually 
burns during meeting on a table placed 
in the center of the group. Few groups 
need more than a single circle of chairs, 
which may be why shaking hands is not 
the custom at the close of meeting. In
stead, all hold hands and rise as a group, 
standing in a circle for a few moments, 
after which the candle is extinguished. 
Clerking is often handled by two or 
three co-clerks or a clerk's committee, 
another departure from usual Quaker 
practice. 

On the other hand, none of the Scan
dinavian groups has produced its own 

supported Lutheranism and, at the same 
time, far-reaching secularization. Some 
90 percent of the population belongs to 
the state church, though less than 5 per
cent regularly attends services. 

Most in the United States readily ac
cept religious pluralism; the very ex
istence of the expression "church
shopping" implies a variety of more or 
less acceptable religious garb. In a 
region where one church has enjoyed 
state support for several hundred years, 
members of other religious groups feel 
somewhat as I did that first day of 
junior high school when I w'as the only 
one in the class with white socks. There 
wasn't anything wrong with my apparel, 
but that did not save me from a certain 
embarrassment. 

Quakers almost always seem to be a 
"peculiar people," but all non
Lutherans share the same fate in Scan
dinavia, always a bit on the defensive, 
always having to explain our views, not 
on our own, but Lutheran premises. 
Lutheran thinking also permeates Scan
dinavian religious thought to such an ex
tent that even many Quakers tend to 
"think like Lutherans," a dilemma rein
forced by the relative lack of Quaker 
tradition and literature in Nordic 
tongues. The question here is not so 
much whether Friends are universalist or 
Christocentric as whether Friends can 
establish an identity and come into their 
own as a group. The fact that many of 
our members also belong to the Luther
an church makes this more difficult, and 
it is in a context such as ours that I, per
sonally, find dual membership a real 
problem. 

Furthermore, the weak spiritual state 
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of the Lutheran church and its conser
vative tendencies in many areas have 
given religion, or at least Christanity, a 
bad name in the view of a sizable seg
ment of the population. Many tend to 
equate Christianity with Lutheranism, 
throwing out both when dissatisfied 
with the latter. (Ironically, however, few 
renounce their formal membership in 
the state church.) Sundays are more 
often spent enjoying the outdoors, pick
ing berries or mushrooms, skiing in the 
woods. Secularization has proceeded to 
a point at which regular church atten
dance or religious fervor is sometimes 
seen as a sign of possible mental dif
ficulties . Quakers may sound fairly in
teresting as religious groups go, but 
then, life seems quite satisfactory 
without such involvements. 

In the face of these various obstacles, 
Nordic Friends appear to be doing fairly 
well. Friends here, as elsewhere, are a 

And what is the 
famous sauna, if not 
Quaker meeting at a 
higher temperature? 
Sauna is often the 
occasion on which 
Finns confide their 
innermost thoughts. 

hardy breed, and none of the Nordic 
groups seems in danger of extinction. 

All three yearly meetings have put a 
great deal of effort into service work, 
alternative schools, and the maintenance 
of Quaker centers in Copenhagen, Oslo, 
Stavanger, and Stockholm (along with 
a retreat center at Svartbae'ken in 
Sweden). Few U.S. meetings of com
parable size are as engaged in such wide
ranging activities. In cooperation with 
other Quaker bodies, Friends have sup
ported human rights and development 
work in Algeria, Laos, Vietnam, 
Ramallah (West Bank of Jordan), 
Hlekweni (Zimbabwe), Kenya, and 
Israel. A number of Friends work full
time in the development field, and I 
myself live and work with Friends and 
others in a recycling community 
supporting Third World projects. 

Refugees continue to be a key concern 
in all three yearly meetings. Apart from 
efforts to aid those who have im
migrated or found asylum here, Scan-
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dinavia has its own underground 
railroad or sanctuary movement, which 
gives practical assistance and legal sup
port to hundreds of Assyrian Christians 
fleeing persecution in the Middle East. 
This is only the most recent effort. 
Friends were very active in aiding those 
in trouble during the Nazi years, and the 
Finns who later formed a worship group 
began as a committee working with 
refugees from eastern Karelia, the area 
of Finland annexed by the Soviet Union 
at the end of World War II. 

Over the past decade, Swedish Friends 
have hosted East-West meetings 
attended by representatives from peace 
groups in various countries. Peace work 
of all kinds is undertaken, often in 
cooperation with other churches or 
peace organizations. (To my knowledge, 
only one Scandinavian Friend is a 
war-tax resister, but then, the very dif
ferent political climate must be taken in
to account.) Finally, a 19th century 
Norwegian Friend played a decisive role 
in the founding of the Scandinavian 
temperance movement, and Norwegian 
Friends of today have actively sought to 
improve traffic safety. 

The Hanna school in Denmark, Lind
grov school for the developmentally 
disabled in Norway, the international 
boarding school at Viggbyholm in 
Sweden, the Finnish "folk college" called 
Viittakivi International Center: of the 
four schools founded or co-founded by 
Friends, only Viggbyholm has closed its 
doors. The remaining three are now 
more or less in other hands, but none 
of them was designed to be a Friends 
school. Viittakivi (the " Pendle Hill" of 
Finland) grew out of the AFSC-spon
sored workcamps in the late 1940s and 
continues to attract adult students, in
cluding Friends, from all over the world. 
A variety of short courses are offered, 
in addition to the seven-month winter 
course. 

Thus, Scandinavian Friends are heavi
ly engaged in outward activities, service 
work and the like, but we are still strug
gling to fmd our way as a religious socie
ty. We need to do something about that 
bus-station waiting-room atmosphere 
which sometimes plagues our meetings; 
we need more after-meeting forums , 
retreats, workcamps, children's pro
grams, potlucks (that wonderful sacra
ment). I am reminded of the fairly 
widespread phenomenon of Quaker 
children who reach adulthood with a 
profound respect for Quaker values but 
little interest in or understanding of the 

religious convictions which undergird 
those values. We need constantly to 
work on the life of the meeting, to nur
ture each other in the spirit. We need to 
bridge the gaps-between ourselves and 
God, the widely scattered members of 
our meetings, and our yearly meetings. 

One important link has been the Nor
dic summer gathering, a sort of mini 
Friends General Conference hosted in 
turn by each of the four countries. 
Another has been the enterprise em
barked upon a decade ago by those bold 
Norwegians, the Norwegian Quaker 
Press. Attempting to spread the Quaker 
message largely through works by Scan
dinavian Friends, NQP has produced 
books and a regular pamphlet series. 
Two quarterly periodicals also appear, 
each of which was at one time a joint 
Scandinavian venture: Kvekeren based 
in Norway and Kvakar Tidskrift in 
Sweden. 

A couple of years ago, a few Finnish 
Friends met to consider ways to 
strengthen our meeting. The established 
pattern of a half -dozen monthly meeting 
sessions in addition to an annual silent 
retreat left much to be desired, especially 
for the needs of younger Friends. Some 
of our members are Swedish-speaking, 
others speak only Finnish (Finland is of
ficially bilingual). And how were we, for 
instance, to meet the needs of our dear 
Friend Katri Ylivaara, who, with her 
seven-year-old son Esa, is a full-time 
reindeer-keeper in Lapland some 100 
miles north of the Arctic Circle? 

What we have done is to hold five 
residential gatherings each year, all of 
which include a monthly meeting: a 
weekend for fun, a silent retreat, a 
course on Quakerism for seasoned 
Friends and new attenders, a two-week 
summer workcamp (with a weekend 
gathering in the middle) at our Emmaus 
community, and a theme weekend. We 
also started our own Finnish Friends 
Newsletter, which appears between the 
gatherings in both Swedish and Finnish, 
reporting on the last gathering, and 
looking forward to the next. Serious ar
ticles as well as personal notes and news 
from the wider Quaker world are 
included. 

Feedback has been marvelous. Our 
membership rose by 15 percent this year 
(that is to say, we have four new 
members!). And what about our Friends 
Katri and Esa? In October 1987 we held 
a three-day retreat with them near their 
home, a most joyous reunion for us all. 

0 
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AFSC Relief Work in Finland 

Recognizing Friends' Contribution 

Douglas V. Steere received the 
Decoration of Knight First Class 
of the White Rose of Finland 

from the president of the Republic of 
Finland in October 1987. The award, 
which recognized Douglas's services on 
behalf of Finland following World War 
II, was presented in a ceremony at 
Friends Center in Philadelphia. 

In December 1940, Douglas Steere 
visited Helsinki, Finland, and the 
destruction he saw there as a result of 
the flrst sweep of World War II remained 
in his mind throughout the course of the 
war. When Finland was forced to enter 
the war on Germany's side to protect 
itself against the Soviet Union, Douglas 
realized there was nothing to be done 
until that conflict concluded. By the 
time Finland signed an armistice with 
the Soviet Union, the Finns had lost one 
of every six of its men in arms, and 82 
percent of its buildings in the northern 
area had been destroyed. Its people's 
needs for food, clothing, housing, and 
medical care were severe. 

Signing of the armistice opened the 
door for Douglas to approach the Fin
nish government to investigate needs 
and work toward establishing a relief 
and rebuilding program by the 
American Friends Service Committee. 
He then began working with the Finnish 
Christian Settlement Movement, which 
had 33 settlements in tension spots and 
directed its efforts at helping the labor
ing people of the country. 

In August he wrote home from 
Sweden to his wife, Dorothy, "I have 
only to wait for their [AFSC's] word. I 
feel a great easiness of spirit about the 
result. I have done everything that I 
know how to do to open the way for this 
deeply needed service that may con
tribute to the Finnish spiritual and social 
life more than can ever be estimated
now I believe they [AFSC] will be guid
ed correctly if God means for us to do 

This article was compiled by FRIENDS JoURNAL 

from the acceptance speech Douglas Steere made 
when he received the award, from material fur
nished by the American Friends Service Com
mittee, and from newspaper articles from 

this work." A little more than a month 
later he received word that the AFSC ap
proved the program. 

The work camps distributed food and 
clothing, helped rebuild Finnish homes, 
and helped resettle Finns living in a por
tion of the country annexed by the 
Soviet Union at the end of the war. The 
AFSC and British Friends Service 
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1947 
for the work, and later the projects were 
used as models in creation of the Peace 
Corps. 

In the award ceremony, a statement 

Philadelphia, Pa., and Estes Park, Colo. Douglas Steere 

was read from the Consul General's 
Office in New York. It said, "It has now 
been noted that Dr. Steere has never 
received proper recognition for his 
work, and the recommendation was 
made that he should be granted a 
decoration." 

For his part, Douglas said he was 
startled at the Finnish government's 
decision to honor him. "I just think it's 
awfully decent of them,'' said the 
86-year-old scholar and humanitarian. 
"I'm an old man, and this took place 
a long time ago." 0 
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Repentance 
by John M. Swomley 

On a rainy night in Moscow last 
May, a group of 11 Americans 
entered a small dingy room in 

an old movie house to see Repentance, 
a Soviet fllm about dictatorship. It had 
already played throughout the Soviet 
Union in major theaters during the past 
two years, and was one of the important 
signs of glasnost, the new "openness" 
sponsored by Mikhail Gorbachev. 

The scenario of the fllm was built 
around a dictator, who had character
istics of Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, and 
Beria (for years the chief of Soviet secret 
police). The dictator, with a fictional 
name, Varlam, was the mayor of a 
Georgian city. Those who resisted 
Varlam went to prison or labor camps 

John M. Swomley is a member of Penn Volley 
(Mo.) Meeting and is active with the Fellowship 
of Reconciliation. 
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or were tortured and executed. In the 
film a young artist who is very popular 
in the city symbolizes the resistance to 
dictatorship. The artist and his wife try 
to save an old church which Varlam had 
converted to secular purposes. 

Varlam visits their home, and, with a 
show of charm, apparently seeks their 
support. However, not long after his 
departure, the church is destroyed, the 
artist is arrested, and his wife forceful
ly separated from their daughter. In one 
of the scenes, the artist, who is tortured, 
meets his death, against the background 
of a cross, by hanging. Their daughter 
survives the death of the couple, and as 
an adult becomes a baker, whose cakes 
are shaped in the form of churches. 

After the death of Varlam, the artist's 
daughter repeatedly digs up the dic
tator's body from his grave, and each 
night leaves it on the ground near the 

Varlam family home. She is arrested, 
tried, and tells her story. During the 
trial, Varlam's teen-age grandson 
becomes convinced that she is telling the 
truth, and that Varlam had brutalized 
a whole generation. He confronts and 
accuses his father, living in luxury in the 
Varlam mansion. When his father, 
Varlam's son, defends the dictator, the 
boy locks himself in his room and kills 
himself. 

His death drives his father in anguish 
to the dark cellar of the Varlam man
sion, where many of the artist's paint
ings had been stored by Varlam. There 
he struggles with his conscience, sees 
himself in a mirror from which Varlam 
also appears, laughing at him. Then he 
sees two hands holding a fish, whose 
flesh is being eaten by an unseen figure. 
Only the skeleton of the fish remains, 
symbolic of what Soviet secular society 
had done to Christian values. 

The film ends with the dictator's son 
hurling his father's body, which in death 
looked like Stalin, over a cliff in an act 
of repudiation and repentance. 

Repentance is a strong case against 
the power of dictatorship. In one scene, 
reminiscent of the disappearance of 
political prisoners into logging camps, 
women and children hunt in a huge 
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lumber yard for names of their 
husbands and fathers. Prisoners carved 
their names on the end of a log as a sign 
that they were still alive. 

There were no English subtitles, but 
the scenario and the symbolism un
mistakably fitted the title, Repentance. 
It left a deep impression that Soviet 
society had come under radical criticism. 

Although Gorbachev and the Com
munist Party leadership had no role in 
the production of Repentance, they did 
facilitate its being seen by the Soviet 
people. That in itself is remarkable, but 
no more remarkable than the other 
changes which are taking place in Soviet 
society. Those changes are described in 
three words: glasnost, or openness; 
perestroika, which is restructuring of 
economic, political and cultural life; and 
democratization . 

In our group of 11 Americans, all 
members of the Fellowship of Recon
ciliation who went to the USSR to study 
the changes taking place, there were at 
least six who had been to the Soviet 
Union before and were able to compare 
the new programs with the old. We saw 
evidence of elections taking place in fac
tories, with workers choosing candidates 
for management positions. The can
didates advanced different positions or 
platforms. The same nominating and 
election process has also begun at cer
tain lower levels of government. 

Restructuring includes such things as 
t~e institution of cost accounting for 
each farm, factory, or other unit of pro
duction. Wage increases are to be depen
dent on the unit's production and effi
ciency. Independent state commissions 
are beginning to check the quality of 
items produced, and some items are 
discarded as of inferior quality. We 
visited .a tractor factory and saw women 
in management positions as well as on 
the assembly line, One of them told us: 
"Before perestroika, all decisions about 
purchasing here and overseas were made 
by a central state purchasing commis
sion. Now we determine where and what 
to buy and to whom we sell." 

We had some interesting discussions 
of morality with leading Soviet 
magazine editors. One said: "Govern
ment policy is shaped by the national in
terest. We say that is not enough. We 
must have moral criteria to help shape 
the national interest. Under Stalin there 
was no moral vision or conditioning. We 
don't want that to happen again." 
Another editor said of the new political 
and economic restructuring: "Re-
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structuring must take place within each 
person." He indicated that "repentance 
was a sign of spiritual renaissance," and 
that it did not start with Gorbachev, 
because dissatisfaction was already pres
ent in public opinion. ''The right time 
was not created by Gorbachev, but he 
was the right man." 

One of the most interesting signs of 
change in the USSR is the absence of 
pictures of Gorbachev in public places. 
Unlike previous leaders in the Soviet 
Union, or leaders in other Communist 
countries such as Castro in Cuba, there 
appears to be no graphic evidence of a 
cult of personality. Although there is no 
organized national political opposition 
to his policies, there is bureaucratic and 
other opposition. Some of that opposi
tion is quite open. 

It is possible both for Soviet citizens 

Repentance anywhere 
should be a sign of 
our common need, rather 
than an occasion for 
self .. righteousness. 

and foreign visitors to be enthusiastic 
about the changes that are taking place, 
and at the same time to be aware that 
only the first steps have been taken. 
Again and again we met people who 
favored glasnost and a greater openness 
to ideas from other countries, and yet 
were fearful of its moral implications. 
A staff member of the Institute for 
American and Canadian Studies said, 
"When our people become more open 
we are faced with the worst of American 
subculture on video tapes. American 
pornography and vulgar rock music are 
flooding the Soviet Union." He also 
referred to "the introduction of the 
worst of the American and Western con
sumption culture as having a negative 
side effect on the integrity of the Soviet 
people." 

On the other hand, there are values 
in American society which would signifi
cantly improve Soviet life. One is 
religious liberty. In the USSR all church 
property is owned by the state, and 
religious leaders are careful to avoid 
unapproved political comment. We 
noted that a representative of the local 
or regional government was present 
when we met with Muslim leaders in a 
mosque in Baku, and with Orthodox 
priests and laity in Volgograd and 

Moscow, though none were apparent in 
actual church services. 

We were told that these were not 
spies, eavesdropping on our conversa
tions, but government personnel whom 
the religious groups had to consult in 
any request for government assistance 
or improvement of the property. Never
theless, it was obvious that they were 
guardians of the Soviet version of 
separation of church and state. They did 
not hesitate to speak if we asked a re
ligious leader what they deemed was a 
political question. 

Recently I read a manuscript warning 
U.S. travelers who visit the Soviet Union 
that they will be shown only selected 
schools, factories, churches, etc. , and 
that they will be told only what the 
government wants them to know. We 
should assume that in any country, na
tional pride would result in showing 
foreigners the best or the most typical. 
Nevertheless, all foreigners touring the 
Soviet Union are free to go on their own 
by foot, bus, or subway to examine 
places of public interest, or visit stores, 
individuals, or families. 

Our group went one evening, without 
any Soviet representative, to visit a 
group of organized Soviet dissenters 
who monitor the number of political 
prisoners, those wanting to emigrate, 
and those whose rights have been 
violated. Here we heard criticism of the 
Soviet government for not following the 
U.N. Declaration on Human Rights, as 
well as an acknowledgment that some 
political prisoners had now been freed 
and that modest, though inadequate, 
improvement of human rights was tak
ing place. 

The stereotype of guided tours, of 
Cold War suspicion, of Russian mentali
ty that will never change, must give way 
to new realities. The time has come not 
only to be wary of propaganda within 
the Soviet Union but of propaganda 
against the Soviet Union. The Cold War 
or enemy mentality must yield to mutual 
steps to improve both societies. When 
the Soviet Union takes steps, however 
halting or gradual, to improve com
munications, human rights, or economic 
benefits, it should be a signal for en
couragement. Repentance anywhere for 
inhuman treatment or for the accumula
tion of government power at the expense 
of the people should be a sign of our 
common need, rather than an occasion 
for self-righteousness. In fact, repen
tance always begins with our own, 
rather than an adversary's, sin. 0 
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Six 
Healing 
Sayings 

by John Calvi 

I had begun to wonder whether what 
I was doing was at all useful. We 
had been working for more than an 

hour. 
The stillness in the massage room had 

become thick. The soft-music tape had 
run out and the candle had burned low. 

She lay on her side. I placed one hand 
over her- heart and the other at her mid
back. "Take a breath," I said quietly. 
Soon all we had worked for was 
achieved. 

Her chest and belly heaved twice. Her 
face tightened, and the sound of old 
pain broke the air. She wept with her 
whole body, soaking the sheets and ex
hausting herself. She purged an old hurt 
which could not become history until it 
had been released. 

John Calvi, a member of Putney (Vt.) Meeting and 
a Released Friend working in the AIDS epidemic, 
will conduct a workshop at Friends General Con
ference in July on "Healing from Lifewounds. " 
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The quiet following the storm was 
both clean and full-not unlike a 
meeting for worship at its best. She ac
cepted a glass of cold water and a box 
of tissues. Gazing out the window at the 
Vermont greenery, she asked, "What do 
I have to learn to stay this clear?" 

A good question. Laying down the 
weapons around the heart is one thing. 
Getting them to stay down is another 
piece of work. 

Those around us who are trying to 
heal from various "life wounds"
assault, life threatening illness, 
addiction-have encountered powerful 
forces rare in day-to-day living. This ex
perience freezes ways of thinking and 
feeling at such basic levels that unspoken 
assumptions can be radically changed. 

All of life can suddenly feel like a 
dark alley. Suddenly previous ideas 
about credible love, the balance of good 
and evil, and one's own safety are 
thrown horribly into doubt. 

How we feel about being in the world 
is clearly reflected in our emotional 
"repertoire." As fear replaces joie de 
vivre, our emotional repertoire loses 
what I call its "roundness" and develops 
flat sides where some emotional expres
sions have been lost altogether. In work
ing with trauma survivors, I ask them 
to look and see how "round" their emo
tional life seems to be. 

One way to check for roundness is to 
use the "six healing sayings" I've been 
presenting to clients since 1982. It's an 
easy way to tell which feelings have been 
let out and which are still "shut-ins." 

These six sayings comprise all the real
ly important messages one person gives 
another. I ask clients to ask themselves: 
"Which of these six messages are the 
easiest to say? The most frequently ut
tered? Which are the most difficult to 
say? Are there some which are never ut
tered? Does the pattern remain constant 
regardless of who you're with-family, 
coworkers, friends?" 

The six sayings are the following: 

1. "I love you." 
2. "Thank Y0\1.'' 
3. "I'm sorry.'' 
4. "I need help.'' 
5. "That's not good enough.'' 
6. " No! Stop! Bug off!" 

Each of these is essential because they 
express feelings we cannot live without. 
The absence of any one of them denotes 
a numbness or starvation which deserves 
urgent attention. 
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"I love you"-in its most genuine 
form-is probably the most expansive 
of the six. It expresses joy, trust, power, 
and vulnerability all at once. The multi
ple realities expressed in this phrase con
tribute to the many forms of expression 
it takes. Someone who can't say "I love 
you"-or chooses not to-is, in a sense, 
standing at the edge of the river of life 
and suffering from thirst. This par
ticular handicap can be the most pain
ful to observe in oneself or in others, 
because the feeling is so essential. 

"Thank you" is a statement of receiv
ing and appreciation, and thus an 
acknowledgment of our interdepend
ence. It is also a benchmark for those 
seeking a more spiritual life. Gratitude 
increases as fullness of "living in the 
light" increases. When "thank you" is 
missing, isolation reigns. This is par
ticularly true in our culture, where in
gratitude is perceived as arrogance and 
spreads ill feeling, whether at the kitchen 
table or in the boardroom. "Thank 
you" can be a very difficult phrase to 
say for people who have a chronic feel
ing that no matter what they receive, it 
isn't enough to make up for injustices 
suffered (such as sexual assault). 

"I'm sorry" is our greatest expression 
of humility. It holds the overwhelming 
power of acknowledging and beginning 
to rectify injustice; it is our simplest and 
most exquisite example of nonviolent 
conflict resolution. Humility is power
ful. It is often hard to understand that 
having power and being humble are not 
contradictory in nature. 

"I need help" means asking that emo
tional needs be met. Oddly enough, 
reluctance to say this is often based not 
on a distaste for admitting need, but
and this is particularly true for those 
who have been abused as children-on 
a fear that help is simply not available. 
A philosophy of scarcity has set in; 
there's an unspoken assumption that 
one is unworthy of receiving help or that 
there is simply not enough help to go 
around. 

"That's not good enough" is a state
ment of power and need. It expresses 
self-worth and self-value; in its best 
sense, it brings everyone involved to at
tention. Saying "that's not good 
enough" is an ongoing work for people 
who are learning to fend off their own 
victimization. That's why it is so fre
quently heard in the AIDS epidemic. 
Having one's life threatened by not on
ly disease but moral and legal condem
nation as well has broken many lives. 

But it has also created some fierce war
riors who cry, "That's not good 
enough!" and refuse to accept the terri
ble rumor that they are not entitled to 
society's compassion. 

"No! Stop! Bug off!" is even more 
colorfully expressed in my workshops. 
The point is to make space, particular
ly recognized boundaries, and to express 
anger. Many people have been hurt by 
anger and equate it with violence. 
Quakers to some extent perpetuate the 
concept that anger can't be expressed 
without violence. Yet, honest anger and 
abuse are quite distinct. Shrieking 
"How dare you!" is not the same thing 
as striking a blow. 

It is important to separate the two and 
to release the power of anger. Fury and 
indignation have saved many lives. Peo
ple do not die from anger. But it may 
be that they die from stifling it. Inabili
ty to express anger has been documented 
as a contributing factor to cancer, heart 
attack, and depression. It can be a dif
ficult thing to say because-like "I love 
you" -it is tremendously powerful. 
Unlike "I love you," it is not given 
enough cultural space to have its own 
natural rhythm and enter the waves of 
all feelings. 

Want to start using one or more of 
these phrases more often? I suggest two 
things: being playful, and paying close 
attention. Choose the three most impor
tant people in your life and recall a mo
ment when you conveyed each of these 
sayings to them. 

Or try this approach: Put your name 
in the middle of a blank page in your 
journal. Put the names of people impor
tant to you around the edge of the page. 
Recall your messages to each and mark 
them in one color. With another color, 
note their messages to you. With a third 
color write down the messages you 
would like to give or receive. 

If you get a chance, work on this ex
ercise with someone else who is also 
eager to expand. Have a dinner where 
you try to use all six sayings with one 
another: "Mom, please pass the peas 
and bug off.'' " Certainly, dear, and 
that's not good enough." 

It sounds silly, but the stretch that one 
has to make to use these six sayings is 
one of the most elemental moves possible 
to counter the tendency to contract that 
comes after a traumatic experience. The 
reach to say what is felt has to be an ex
pansive gesture. It opposes the natural 
tendeucy of the wounded to shut down. 
It is a determined reach for clarity. 0 
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aware of the warmth of our association 
and rapidity with which its familiar aura 
returns once we're in sight of each other. 
We're able to cover a wide range of 
material without difficulty while that old 
humor goes right on adding a delightful 
seasoning to whatever it is my friend and 
I are when together. 

We did enlarge upon the general 
theme of what was noticed when I first 

f\ saw him outside the restaurant that day. 
~· I think I asked if he experienced his 
" disability as particularly burdensome. __ .._ __________ _....,.________________ While still seeming disinterested in giv-

R E U N I 0 N ing it a precise name, he said it had hap
pened about two years ago. He also in
dicated that a number of painfully 

by Wilfred Reynolds 

I don't know why I thought my old 
friend might be indestructible. 

He and I date back some 50 years 
when we were in high school together. 
We still laugh heartily about memories 
of shared experiences of youth. 

One of the things we did was to 
develop a rapport centering on movies 
of that era. We both invested heavily in 
watching double features in many a 
darkened movie house. 

In those days the actors and actresses 
were under contract to the studios, like 
a stable of race horses. You had familiar 
faces playing the same stereotypical 
roles again and again. Banker, chorus 
girl, cabbie, crook, matron, doctor, 
newspaper editor, and so on. 

Gangster and prison movies were in 
vogue then. This meant James Cagney 
and Edward G. Robinson were among 
our all-time favorites. My friend would 
gesture and walk just like Cagney, also 
mimicking his "yyoouu dirty rat!" and 
way of speaking. 

One night, fresh from watching Ed
ward G. Robinson as "Little Caesar," 
we pretended to be on the verge of rob
bing a local theater ticket office. The 
woman in the booth could see us as we 
stealthily approached with collars turned 
up, hat brims pulled down, and hands 
thrust deep into overcoat pockets. 

The upshot was that she thought we 
were the real thing. I guess we figured 
our youthfulness and suppressed laugh
ter would reveal the prankishness of the 
project. She called the police, who 

Wilfred Reynolds is former clerk of Illinois Yearly 
Meeting and is active in his monthly meeting, 
Evanston (Ill.). 
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hauled us into the station for a grilling. 
A tough desk sergeant, just like in the 
movies, really put the fear into us, and 
we never pulled that caper again. 

In time our lives became less con
nected due to the usual variations and 
dislocations. But we've both stayed 
"clean" of the kinds of mischief por
trayed in those movie scripts. My friend 
became a corporate expert while my 
work was somewhat less spectacular. 

On occasions over the decades we've 
talked on the phone. Usually, it's the 
non-introductory variety in which one 
of us begins by quoting some piece of 
dialogue from an old flick we've both 
carried in our heads all these years. Then 
we go into gales of laughter as if we'd 
been in constant touch all along. 

Sometimes we laugh so hard it has 
that wheezing sound. 

Every few years we utilize the 
venerated institution of having lunch 
together. It was in connection with this 
lunch that I made the discovery referred 
to at the outset. 

I met my old friend at the restaurant 
parking lot. I could see as he got out of 
·his car that he'd been dealt a physical 
blow of lasting consequences. But his 
lively spirit came through as always. 

My first reaction was to avoid ac
knowledging aloud what I saw, since I 
wanted to be sensitive to his known 
religious belief. However, a few seconds 
later I couldn't resist a startled "What's 
happened?" to which he quickly, but 
barely audibly, replied that his arthritis 
had been kicking up again. 

I experienced and accepted his answer 
as a perfectly legitimate diversionary 
tactic under the circumstances. 

As we lunched, I was again made 

severe physical problems had overtaken 
him but that healings had occurred, 
enabling him to keep going and be 
useful. 

My friend addressed our topic a little 
further, and I could feel the authority 
of personal experience behind his words. 

''Our bodies do fall by the wayside in 
time, part by part," he said, "so what 
is the body after all?" 

It was then I had the feeling of our 
reunion having reached a pivotal point. 
It felt like my friend was inferring that 
the human body, rightly understood, is 
an instrument of spiritual witness we 
may easily overlook and forego, a 
witnessing of great risk and courage. 

Now I could perceive more clearly a 
consciousness of spiritual reality, endur
ing and indomitable regardless of the 
body parts giving one trouble and even
tually wearing out. 

We can be the earth reaching toward 
God, and that's power! 

The time came for us to leave the 
restaurant and get into our automobiles 
for home. "If we don't notice the large 
spaces between our communications," 
I said in parting, "it's been remarkable 
the way we've kept in contact.'' 

Typically, his reply went to the heart 
of it. 

"Friendship is for a lifetime, so don't 
worry about it." 

Well, my friend is gone now. Only 
last evening I phoned him to see if he 
was watching on TV a James Cagney 
favorite called "Yankee Doodle Dan
dy." I received the news of his death 
then. At first it hurt a lot to have 
somehow missed his obituary. 

I did return to the Cagney rerun, in 
the course of it feeling strongly that my 
friend's and my reunion was destined to 
continue indefinitely. The warm glow of 
it is returning within. 0 
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• • utttmg 
by Don Kissil 

Q 

January 25, 1986, is a very signifi
cant date for me because that morn
ing, after smoking continually for 

35 years, I stopped. 
I chose hypnosis as a technique to 

help me quit, because if it failed, I could 
blame either the hypnotist or the method 
rather than myself. 

Now as a scientifically trained person, 
I would not have begun such an impor
tant life venture without carefully check
ing into the credentials and abilities of 
the hypnotist-especially one whose 
business card designated his organiza
tion, perhaps too pretentiously, the 
" Hypnosis Institute of Life Manage
ment." This time I didn't check it out, 
however, because I was so uncertain of 
success that I thought I needed, and 
wanted, a scapegoat. The hypnotist's 
name was Joe, and I met him at an 
aerobics/ exercise program we both at
tend. His particular technique required 
four separate sessions roughly one week 
apart, each session sequentially geared 
to my quitting date of January 25 . 

Firmly convinced that I could never 
be hypnotized simply because I couldn't 
concentrate that much, I was pleasantly 
surprised to find out quite differently. 
Apparently after nearly 20 years of 
meditation with the Quakers, I have 
learned to concentrate more than I had 
realized. I was easily "put under" and 
into a deeper level trance than most first
timers ever experience. Joe had me lie 
on a chaise lounge in a darkened room, 
and close my eyes. He then began to 
speak in a quiet but firm voice. He 
flipped on some unearthly sounding but 
calming electronic music while he told 
me to relax different parts of my body. 
This was not unlike the Lamaze child
birth sessions my wife and I experienced 

Don Kissil, a freelance medical and technical 
writer, has been a convinced Friend for more than 
21 years and a member of Summit (N.J.) Meeting 
for 15 years. 
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years before. As he spoke, he counted 
backwards from 20, and when he reached 
one, I was under. 

While under, I slowed my breathing 
to a point that my chest felt very heavy. 
The carbon dioxide levels built up in my 
brain required a very heavy compen
satory inhalation followed by a long 
blowing exhalation. My hearing became 
extremely acute. I was able to hear, but 
strangely be unconcerned with conver
sations in the next room, down the hall, 
and even between two construction 
workers talking on the roof of a building 
across the street. While under, both the 
hypnotist and I contacted my sub
concious mind and gently held back 
the protective mechanism the conscious 
mind normally holds during the sub
conscious. The hypnotist reached and 
reprogrammed my subconscious mind; 
I helped him reach it and allowed him 
to work with it. He said my trust in him 
allowed him to reach my subconscious, 
and my motivation to quit smoking per
mitted him to work and reprogram it. 

The hypnotic sessions took only about 
12-15 minutes of each visit with an ad
ditional 10-15 minutes of discussion 
both before and after I awoke. 

Let me describe what occurred over 
the course of one month of therapy, 
while I was not under hypnosis. The 

four sessions slowly raised my con
sciousness regarding my smoking pat
tern. Early on, the hypnotist gave me a 
behavior modification mantra, which 
was to be repeated each evening at bed
time. With this, I was made aware that 
"I am in complete control of all my 
habits." In addition, various techniques 
were brought to bear in order to 
heighten my smoking awareness. 
Strangely enough, for the month prior 
to my quitting date, I was encouraged 
to smoke as much as I wanted. "Don't 
even try to stop," Joe said, "but when 
you do smoke you will do so only under 
certain strict conditions and restric
tions." 

The conditions were imposed serially 
at each hypnotic session and included 
suggestions such as never buying the 
same brand of cigarettes after finishing 
a pack of that brand and buying only 
one pack at a time-never a carton. Try
ing to find a store open at 8 a.m. on a 
cold and sleeting Sunday that sold single 
packs of cigarettes of a brand I've never 
smoked before certainly heightened my 
awareness of my habit, if not my blood 
pressure. Other restrictions were to 
never smoke less than 15 minutes after 
a meal, and never in the car; to hold my 
cigarette only with the opposite hand I 
was used to, to never smoke while talk-
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ing on the telephone, to never smoke 
with a business client who smoked. 
These and others were intended to raise 
my consciousness of how, when, and 
where I continued to smoke despite my 
supposed intention or desire to quit. 

Why I continued to smoke is another 
matter. According to what I had read 
and heard, I thought I had continued to 
smoke because I was addicted, psycho
logically habituated, chemically depen
dent, stupid, weak, or a long list of 
other reasons. According to my hyp
notist, however, it apparently had to do 
with my subconscious mind and its abili
ty to trigger some kind of a chemical 
messenger in my body. Although the 
mechanism is not clear, the trigger 
ultimately releases a detoxifying agent 
which breaks down the nicotine and tars 
that are taken into the lungs and body 
with smoking. 

In my specific case an interesting 
phenomenon occurs: after 35 years 
of smoking, my subconcious mind and 
body expects there to be nicotine and 
tars each day. This occurs even when I 
try to stop smoking for a day or so. Ap
parently my body doesn't know I've 
stopped, and the ''withdrawal syn
drome" begins. That is the grouchy 
mood, jittery nerves, anxiety, short 
temper, and over-compensating eating. 
These are some of the ways my mind 
and body deal with the presence of that 
~1.1bstance which it produces to detoxify 
the nicotine and tars. This occurs even 
though the nicotine and tars may not be 
present in my body that day, because 
I've consciously tried to quit. 

But, said the hypnotist, I could avoid 
all of this "withdrawal" process 
through hypnosis, and, more particular
ly, I would be able to shut off the pro
duction of my chemical messenger and 
resultant detoxifying agent through my 

own subconscious mind, and I would 
make it occur on the morning of 
January 25. 

Now, as a pharmacologist, I could 
have easily found lots of holes in this 
guy's theory. But because I was highly 
motivated to quit smoking, because I 
was really afraid of the withdrawal syn
drome and especially the possibility that 
I would gain 20-30 pounds through 
compensatory eating, I decided, at least 
temporarily, to suspend disbelief and 
work through the four-week program. 

Well, I'm here to tell you that the pro
gram works. On the morning of January 
25, I awoke without the desire to smoke. 
There was no desire after breakfast, nor 
in the car. Not even a day or so later 
when I became involved in a heated and 
emotional business discussion, nor when 
I spoke on the phone, and it has been 
like that ever since. After 35 years of 
smoking one-and-a-half to two packs a 
day, I simply stopped cold on January 
25 and have not smoked since. 

Yes, I sometimes still consciously 
think about smoking- especially when 
someone around me smokes, or when 
I'm in the supermarket checkout line 
where I used to buy a carton or two 
("Just in case I run out"). But now I 
no longer have the unconscious habit 
nor the unrelenting desire to smoke; and 
I don't think I'll start again. I like the 
thought of being a nonsmoker for the 
rest of my life. 

I plan to give myself three months and 
then go see Joe the hypnotist again 
about something we superficially had 
begun to explore-weight loss. Since last 
year, I've been exercising regularly and, 
without dieting, have taken four inches 
off my waist and lost about 20 pounds. 
But for the last few months I've been 
stuck at about 185 pounds. 

Joe said my subconscious mind simp-

ly "likes" that weight, and this could be 
true. I've been 185 more often in the 
past 30 years than any other weight. In 
fact, I was that weight when I got mar
ried 24 years ago. 

The hypnotist said: " Let's you and 
me simply reprogram your subconscious 
to be more comfortable at 165 pounds 
and see what happens." He said that if 
this works (and he's certain it will), no 
matter what I do, diet or not, in time 
I will begin to cycle somewhere around 
165 pounds because my subconscious 
mind will want me to be there. 

Based on the success I've had with 
quitting smoking, I'm willing to at least 
seriously consider any suggestion Joe 
makes. 

Update ... June 5, 1987 

Almost a year and a half later, several 
curious changes have occurred. I have 
not smoked, not even out of curiousi
ty. As time passed, conscious thinking 
about smoking rapidly diminished, as 
did awareness that people around me 
were smoking, and finally a new 
awareness took place. Being a 
nonsmoker has made me see how few 
people smoke today. Some may chide 
that perhaps it's the crowd I now run 
with, or the new clients I see, but the 
truth of the matter is that none of that 
has really changed. The simple fact of 
the matter is, fewer people now smoke. 

Weight loss, however, has not been 
successful. I went back to the hypnotist 
for another full course, but the results 
were strikingly different. On the positive 
side, I gained only about five pounds 
after I quit smoking, not the 20-30 I had 
anticipated. But most important is that 
my trigger weight (that at which I feel 
so uncomfortable that I will do some
thing about it) has been lowered. 

On the negative side, I cannot seem 
to lose weight without constant nagging 
attention to rigorous dieting, after about 
three months of which I "fall off the 
wagon." As to why I can' t seem to lose 
the weight, this has been analyzed ad 
nauseum and in every " psycho-babble" 
that constitutes pop culture. 

The buzzword this century for weight 
loss programs is behavior modification. 
For what it's worth, my ten-cent analy
sis is that I am not yet as sufficiently 
motivated to lose the weight as I was to 
stop the smoking. Perhaps one needs to 
be convinced from within to be suffi
ciently motivated before one's behavior 
can be modified. 0 
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CHINA 

INDIA 

Bay of Bengal 

The Five .. Point 
Peace Plan for Tibet 
by Ed Lazar 

T ibet is a 2,000-year-old country 
with a unique culture, language, 
spiritual tradition, and history, 

which has been occupied by the People's 
Republic of China since 1950. The 
Tibetan people have persistently strug
gled to regain their independence ever 
since. But the Tibetans have rarely used 
violence in their struggle, and therefore 
have rarely achieved the attention given 
to areas of the world where violence is 
the norm, such as the Middle East and 
Northern Ireland. Recently, within 
Tibet, there have been unrest and 
clashes between police and the public 
with the resulting death of a number of 
Tibetans and the imprisonment of many 
more. These events provide a glimmer 
of much larger problems in Tibet. 

On September 21, 1987, the Dalai 
Lama issued a five-point peace plan for 
Tibet. It is a dramatic contribution to 
a potentially peaceful resolution of the 
growing Tibetan crisis. This peace plan 
deserves the kind of attention currently 
being given to peace plans for the Mid
dle East, Afghanistan, and Central 
America. The plan has five basic com-

Ed Lazar is a member of Friends Meeting at Cam
bridge (Mass.). He is associate director of 
Humanitas International Human Rights Commit
tee. Friends wishing to correspond with him may 
write to Ed at Humanitas, P.O. Box 818, Menlo 
Park, CA 94026. 
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ponents, which can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Transformation of the whole of 
Tibet into a zone of peace. 

2. Abandonment of China's popula
tion transfer policy, which 
threatens the very existence of the 
Tibetans as a people. 

3. Respect for the Tibetan people's 
fundamental human rights and 
democratic freedoms. 

4. Restoration and protection of 
Tibet's natural environment and 
the abandonment of China's use of 
Tibet for the production of nuclear 
weapons and dumping of nuclear 
waste. 

5. Commencement of earnest negotia
tions on the future status of Tibet 
and of relations between the 
Tibetan and Chinese peoples. 

The implementation of the first part 
of the plan would entail the removal of 
Chinese troops and military installations 
from Tibet, which would enable India 
to remove its border troops. The Dalai 
Lama has stated that the whole area 
would be "transformed into a zone of 
'Ahimsa' (nonviolence), and once again 
act as 'a buffer state separating the con
tinent's great powers.'" An interna
tional agreement would define and satis
fy the border security interests of Tibet, 
China, and India, thus defusing border 
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tensions and contributing to regional 
harmony. 

The second component of the plan 
refers to the fact that China is currently 
engaged in a massive program to en
courage Chinese to move to Tibet and 
settle there. Under this policy Tibetans 
are already a minority in their own 
country with some 7.5 million Chinese 
settlers as against 6 million native 
Tibetans. (In addition there is a Chinese 
military force estimated at 500,000 
soldiers.) This population transfer is an 
age-old strategy to impose dominance, 
and needs to be stopped and reversed. 

The human rights and democratic 
freedoms, referred to in point three, are 
severely curtailed at present. Estimates 
of current political prisoners range from 
3,000 to 4,000. Geshe Lobsang Wang
chuk, a monk and Buddhist scholar who 
was arrested in 1981 for writing about 
the history of independent Tibet, died 
on November 4, 1987, in Drapche Prison 
in Lhasa; he had been adopted by 
Amnesty International as a prisoner of 
conscience. There are reported to be 
some 100,000 Tibetans imprisoned in 
labor camps. 

Environmental issues are touched on 
in part four of the plan. The Chinese are 
introducing new agricultural practices 
into Tibet, and in the process destroy
ing the forests and wildlife there. In ad
dition, the dumping of nuclear waste in 
Tibet, and the use of Tibet to develop 
and produce nuclear weapons, is kept 
away from public scrutiny; this is a ma
jor problem and one that needs full ex
posure. Under the Five-Point Peace 
Plan these nuclear related developments 
would cease, and full attention would be 
given to restoring the ecology of Tibet. 

The last point, the commencement of 
earnest negotiations of the future status 
of Tibet, is the key point in terms of giv
ing reality to any part of the plan. The 
proposal states, "We wish to approach 
this subject in a reasonable and realistic 
way, in a spirit of frankness and con
ciliation and with a view to finding a 
solution that is in the long-term interest 
of all: the Tibetans, the Chinese, and all 
other peoples concerned." Here is an 
opportunity for the People's Republic 
of China, which claims that it is opposed 
to colonialism, to come to terms with its 
own major example of colonialism. 

The situation in Tibet is desperate. 
More than one million Tibetans have 
died since military rule was established 
by China; two-thirds of Tibetan territory 
has been added to adjoining Chinese 

provinces; and more than 6,000 monas
teries have been destroyed. The Chinese 
are attempting to control and render 
powerless the Buddhist religion, which 
remains at the heart of the Tibetan 
culture. The full story of the violation 
of human rights in Tibet is brilliantly 
presented by John F. Avedon in his 
book In Exile from the Land of Snows 
(Vintage, 1986). 

In 1959, 1961, and 1965 the U .N. 
General Assembly called upon China to 
end violations of Tibetan human rights. 
Since then there has been precious little 
response from the world community. 
Last fall, as a result of the demonstra
tions in Tibet, the U.S. House and 
Senate passed resolutions condemning 
human rights abuses in Tibet, but the 
administration, intent on maintaining 
good relations with China, supported 
Chinese efforts to end dissent in Tibet. 

The Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader 
of Tibet, fled into exile' to India in 1959, 
along with 100,000 other Tibetans. Since 
then he has been one of the world's con
sistent spokespersons for nonviolence 
and for the self determination of the 
Tibetan people. If we believe in non
violence, as most Friends do, then it's 
incumbent on us to support essentially 
nonviolent struggles and not let the 
violence-equals-media attention-equals
world attention equation to be the driv
ing force of our peace and justice · 
efforts. 

In a statement issued by the Dalai 
Lama on March 10, Tibetan National 
Day, he said, "I have always felt that 
violence breeds violence. It contributes 
little to the resolution of conflicts. I, 
therefore, renew my appeal to all 
freedom-loving people to support our 
nonviolent struggle for the survival of 
our national identity, our culture, and 
our spiritual tradition, and to persuade 
the Chinese government to abandon its 
oppressive policies." 

The Dalai Lama and the Tibetans are 
not seeking to restore outdated political 
and social institutions. What they are 
working for, nonviolently, is the oppor
tunity of the Tibetan people to decide 
their own future and be responsible for 
it. The Five Point Peace Plan has much 
to commend it and deserves our sup
port. Supporters of nonviolence should 
help put the world spotlight on this 
peace plan and encourage the com
mencement of negotiations on the future 
status of Tibet. Let's address the issue 
of Tibet before more violence occurs, 
rather than after. 0 
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Witness 

Is It Safe to Go to Meeting? 

by Jennifer Bing-Canar 

I s it safe to go to meeting?" I asked my 
ten-year-old neighbor Ramzi who was 
playing with a soccer ball on the porch. 

"I think so," he replied with a smile that 
said, "What a silly question. Is anywhere 
safe these days?" Sunny days in January 
when one only has to wear a sweater can be 
deceiving. One immediately becomes ener
getic and cheerful-emotions peculiar to 
Ram allah in the winter. One can almost 
forget the danger. 

It is about a ten-minute walk to the 
meetinghouse from Swift House where I live 
with my husband, John, as Friends United 
Meeting volunteers at the Friends Boys 
School in Ramallah. Today was a particular
ly nice day due to the weather and what 
seemed to be fewer soldiers in the streets. 
Recently, one sees at least 12 soldiers sta
tioned in the middle of town with more on foot 
patrol or in jeeps, depending on the weather. 
As I turned the corner onto Main Street, 
passing the taxi stand for Jerusalem, I saw 
ahead a huge demonstration on the same 
street, about 400 meters from the meeting
house. Rocks were flying as tear gas and 
bullets rained on the demonstrators from 
Israeli soldiers perched on the roof tops of 
buildings. 

Already five minutes late for meeting, I 
hurried up the path to the meetinghouse and 
went inside. Finding a spot in the sun, I sat 
down and tried to calm myself and fill my 
heart with the silence. Out in the street the 
shots continued, loudspeakers in Hebrew 
gave the soldiers orders while shopkeepers 
hurried to close their shops. Sirens blared 

A graduate of Kalamazoo College with further 
graduate studies at Harvard in International Af
fairs, Jennifer Bing-Canar is a member of Clear 
Creek (Ind.) Meeting. She and her husband, John, 
began teaching at Friends Boys School in 
Ramallah, West Bank, in 1986. Her article ap
peared in the April 1988 issue of Quaker Life. 
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and frantic voices could be heard from those 
using the side street to avoid confrontation. 

Then the stillness. After every "distur
bance" comes a period of eerie silence. Cars 
stop, few people are on the streets-even the 
church bells and Muslim call to prayer seem 
absent. It almost could be peaceful. 

And so in this quiet I look toward the God 
within. How can I respond to all this 
violence? How do I overcome my fear and 
sometimes hatred as I witness the oppression 
of people I have grown to love? How do I 
carry out my responsibilities as a foreigner 
and U.S. taxpayer when my country con
tinues to fund this military occupation and 
ignore human rights violations? 

A member of the meeting requests us to 
sing "Once to Every Man and Nation." " To 
side with truth is noble," we sing. " Though 
the cause of evil prosper, yet 'tis truth alone 
is strong." Truth. In the past month it is hard 
to believe the truth we witness. Bandaged 
men, women, and children-bruised, beaten, 
shot; taken at night, taken from their 
children, humiliated in front of family and 
neighbors. We listen for truth on the radio 
and watch censored television news. We read 
the papers and cry about the truth that is 
becoming a new reality for the youth of 
Palestine. Evil prospers. 

Meeting comes to a close while I still try 
to listen to the God within. Weary faces turn 
to greet me as I shake hands with the group 
of Friends gathered. I'm eager to go back out 
into the sunshine, away from my dark 
thoughts and the damp of the meetinghouse. 

Life seems to be back to normal. Women 
walking with children in tow, traffic jams, 
people waiting for the bus. Then, all of a 
sudden, I become disoriented. My eyes start 
to water and I feel as if I can't breathe. 
Ahead I see tear gas masks on TV photog
raphers and people running. Which way to 
go? "Go down that way," someone says. I 
stand motionless as I wonder where the gas 
is coming from and for what reasons. Finally 
I follow the crowd, by now covering my face 
with a scarf. I start to breathe normally and 
notice a Palestinian flag hanging above the 
street. (Palestinian flags are illegal; posses
sion may result in a prison sentence.) I walk 
toward home still confused about what was 
going on. " There must have been a few 
demonstrators or something," I'm told when 
I inquire. People shrug. "Heek ddinya." 
(That's life.) 

Is it safe? No, it's not safe. But truth is 
strong and one must continue to seek it in 
this part of the world, no matter the hard
ship this may cause for us as witnesses. 0 

0 
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Fon1m continued from pages 

Light helps us to see that of God in our 
brothers and sisters. 

Perhaps Rufus Jones himself can 
represent an ideal for us. Although his 
earliest inspiration came from a meeting 
that sent forth missionaries, and he often 
based his sermons on Paul's letters, he is 
probably best known for his planning 
and organizing "a service of love in 
wartime" in 1916, the American Friends 
Service Committee. In his youthful years 
he was buffeted from both sides, but 
maybe that shows he had it right. 

If what George Welch says about Iowa 
conservatives is true, it seems that they 
are trying to decide which of the two 
horses can best push a cart from behind, 
when already there is a good one in front 
ready to pull forward a load of good 
scripture and good works. Let us keep 
the horse before the cart! 

Charles Perry 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 

One in the Spirit 
I rather blinked when reading in Jim 

Cavener's report, "Central Alaska: 
At ... " (FJ Jan.) that there are " some 
70-150 Quakers" in Alaska. I had 
understood there to be a large number of 
Evangelical Friends Alliance Quakers 
there. I was stunned when, on reading 
the fifth paragraph, I felt that he 
dismissed this large body of Friends in an 
offhand manner. I realized that Jim is a 
Friends General Conference Quaker, as 
am I; however, I had hoped that we FGC 
Friends were able to recognize and 
respect ALL our Friends. Regardless of 
our differences, we are one in the Spirit. 

Dorothy Parshall 
Bancroft, Ontario, Canada 

On Ministry and Pastors 
Regarding Robert Maccini on "Quaker 

Ministry" (FJ Feb.), I am not quite sure 
what the point is. Pastoral Friends seem 
to be in the habit of raising the issue of 
paid ministry. I have assumed that it is 
generally understood that all Friends are 
ministers and that within the Society the 
concept of " weight" has always 
recognized men and women with a special 
gift of ministry, which is quite different 
from a paid pastor. 

However, I confess I don't understand 
how there can be such a thing as a 
pastoral Friends church or how it is in 
any way distinguished from a 
congregation-community church, which 
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many Friends pastoral churches have 
become in recent years. 

I expect the split in the Society, started 
in the 1820s and in full swing after the 
Civil War, was a good deal more of a 
social-economic matter than one of 
doctrine. This is the period in the United 
States when the industrial revolution took 
root. With the clipper ship and the China 
trade, a greatly expanded and relatively 
prosperous middle class evolved and 
included many Quakers. The pastoral 
Friends church offered a convenient 
opportunity to move away from being a 
" peculiar people" to becoming more like 
one's neighbors. Unprogrammed 
meetings, instead of making needed 
internal adjustments, responded with 
more rigid discipline, which further 
hastened the division. 

In recent years, active translation of 
faith into practice outside the boundaries 
of the Society and into the broader 
community brought a new vitality to 
unprogrammed meetings, but not without 
problems. Most meetings are composed 
almost entirely of a single social class 
with few or no blue collar or poor 
attenders. There is a danger that clearness 
committees may become counselors, and 
ministers of spiritual weight are only 
gradually again appearing. 

Silas B. Weeks 
Eliot, Maine 

The Evangelical Movement was strong 
in the 19th century, but Friends for 
about 200 years before held to one of 
their earliest beliefs that there should be 
no "office" of ministers, rather just the 
recognition of ministers among the 
worshipers. This was largely unique to 
Friends. Silent worship created the 
"Mysticism of Christianity" title. 
Evangelical Friends' "doctrine" (if you 
will) is hardly Quaker; rather it is more 
Pentecostal. Though relatively new to 
Quakerism, I see that what happened 
around 100 years ago was destructive to 
the Society! I ask, how can members of 
programmed meeetings call themselves 
"Friends" when the basic beliefs or 
practices of Quaker truth have been set 
aside? 

Traditional Friends, on the other hand, 
are not as lively in ministering to the 
public as they once were. Is it unholy 
fear or is it laziness? Of course, there are 
some not gifted in ministering with 
words, but there are other ways. 

I have only one dream for Quakers: 
that the basic practices of traditional 
Friends would be combined with the 
evangelistic ministries and missions of 
evangelical Friends. Then Friends would 

be back in business showing humankind 
the gateway to peace and freedom in 
God's world. 

An Invitation 

Kevin Olive 
Knoxville, Tenn. 

Central Alaska Friends Conference 
(Yearly meeting) will be August 12-14, 
1988, the week before the Friends World 
Committee for Consultation Triennial in 
Japan. It would be a great stopover for 
North Americans enroute to Tokyo. I 
know that Friends would be welcome. 
For more information contact Jim 
Cheydleur, Clerk, CAFC, P.O. Box 
81177, Fairbanks, AK 99708. 

Jim Cavener 
Upland, Calif. 

Jesus . . . or Christ 
It would be immensely helpful if 

Friends could decide once and for all 
what they mean by the word Christ. In 
my years as a Methodist, Jesus and 
Christ were synonymous. Only on · 
association with Quakers later in life did 
someone tell me that Jesus was Jesus but 
Christ referred to the Christ Spirit. It 
seems to me that much of our confusion 
and disagreements arise from the fact 
that some mean the risen Jesus who sits 
on the right hand of God and is referred 
to when ending a prayer with "In 
Christ's name we ask it" while others 
mean the Christ Spirit. Surely John 
Everhart in his letter (FJ Feb.) doesn't 
mean Jesus when he says he has been 
having experiences of Christ, for he ends 
by saying he prays for the willingness to 
learn from Her. Jesus has been called 
many things, but to my knowledge never 
before has he been given hermaphroditic 
qualities. 

For myself, I prefer to think that I 
have experiences of God, rather than of 
the Christ. However, I'll admit we each 
have our interpretation of the word God 
so if some wish to call that entity Christ, 
meaning what we Quakers hope to 
contact in meeting and seek as guidance 
for our lives, I can accept that. The letter 
by Arthur Berk, (FJ Feb.) refers to 
"Jesus Christ" which obviously means he 
considers both Jesus and Christ to be one 
and the same. 

Please, Friends, let's make plain to one 
another what we mean when we say 
Christ so that we'll minimize the 
confusion. 

Evelyn Moorman 
Sorrento, B.C., Canada 
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Reports 

Peace Churches 
Study War Taxes 

Praying for peace while paying for war is 
a contradiction that historic peace churches 
must oppose, representatives of those church
es agreed at a consultation in Richmond, In
diana, on Feb. 15-17. 

For some people, war tax resistance
refusing to pay the portion of one's taxes that 
goes to the military-is a moral imperative. 
Their consciences will not allow them to help 
pay for machine guns and nuclear bombs. 
The question of how church organizations 
can help their employees follow their 
consciences-and how to deal with the risks 
involved for both employees and employers 
-were the issues that 36 Mennonites, 
Brethren, and Quakers struggled with at the 
meeting. The church leaders, organizational 
representatives and lawyers affirmed their 
support for individual military tax resisters 
and for efforts to seek a legislative solution 
by working toward passage of the U.S. Peace 
Tax Fund bill in Congress. They agreed to 
organize a peace church leadership group to 
go to Washington, D.C., to support the peace 
tax bill and to express concerns about tax 
withholding. They also agreed to help each 
other by filing friend-of-the-court briefs if 
tax resisters are prosecuted and by sharing 
the cost of tax resistance penalties, if 
necessary. 

People from churches that refuse to 
withhold federal taxes for employees who 
oppose paying military taxes shared their ex
periences with people from churches con
sidering adopting such a policy. The General 
Conference Mennonite Church and two 
Quaker groups are in the first category. The 
Mennonite Church is in the second. The 
meeting, held at Quaker Hill Conference 
Center, took place in an atmosphere of ex
citement generated by a gathering of people 
from different traditions who share a vision. 
One conference participant said it was 
frustrating that many members of historic 
peace churches are unwilling to witness 
against financial participation in preparing 
for war, although they are opposed to 
physical participation in war. Some said it 
was disappointing that so many people are 
unwilling to follow their consciences until the 
government, through the Peace Tax Fund, 
might allow them to do so legally. One 
quoted Gandhi : " We have stooped so low 
that we fancy it our duty to do whatever the 
law requires." 

When a church or organization decides to 
honor employees' requests not to withhold 
their federal income tax, it assumes serious 
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risks. Theoretically, a person in a responsi
ble position who willfully fails to withhold 
an employee's taxes can be punished with a 
prison sentence and a $250,000 fine. An 
organization can be fined $500,000. But such 
penalties have never been imposed on 
legitimate religious organizations, nor are 
they likely to be, said two lawyers at the 
meeting. The usual Internal Revenue Service 
response to war tax resistance is to take the 
amount of tax owed, plus a 5 percent penal
ty and interest, from the employee's bank ac
count. However, the IRS has not taken even 
this action against General Conference Men
nonite Church employees who are not hav
ing their taxes withheld. They pay the non
military portion of their taxes themselves and 
deposit the 53 percent that would have gone 
to the military in a designated account. The 
IRS has not touched that account since it was 
established after church delegates approved 
the policy in 1983. All church personnel who 
could be subject to penalties have agreed to 
accept the risk. 

Friends World Committee for Consulta
tion, which has had a nonwithholding policy 
since 1982, has had tax money seized, plus 
interest and penalties, from its resisters' bank 
accounts. Friends United Meeting adopted 
a non withholding policy last October. 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of the Society 
of Friends is considering such a policy. 

A representative of the Church of the 
Brethren said he would use input from the 
meeting to work toward developing a 
denominational policy on tax resistance. 

Lobbying continues for the Peace Tax 
Fund bill, and each year a little more prog
ress is made in getting co-sponsors for the 
bill; but the bill has not yet received a con
gressional hearing. The bill would allow peo
ple opposed to war taxes to put the portion 
normally given to the military in a separate 
fund for peaceful purposes. The rest of that 
person's tax money also would be designated 
for nonmilitary use. The consultation was 
sponsored by the Friends Committee on War 
Tax Concerns and New Call to Peacemak-

ing, the cooperative peace organization of 
the historic peace churches. Whether or not 
military tax resistance is effective, participants 
agreed that people's moral imperative to 
follow their consciences must be respected. 
"No conscientious objector ever stopped a 
conflict," said William Strong, a Quaker 
representative [and treasurer of the F'IuENDs 
JoURNAL Board of Directors]. " But they had 
to explain what they did, and the vision was 
kept alive, and those ripples, you don't know 
where they stop." 

By Paul Schrag 

"A Manual on Military Tax Withholding for 
Religious Employers, " written by Robert 
Hull, Linda Coffin, Peter Goldberger, and 
J.E. McNeil, will be available later this year. 

Quaker Evangelism 
Topic of Gathering 

Guatemala '87, the International Friends 
Conference on Evangelism, was worth the 
time, effort, and money because of its gift 
of oneness in spirit among evangelical 
Friends. The 250 delegates came from 20 
countries and spoke many languages. Par
ticipants came to understand that Friends are 
international in leadership as well as geog
raphy: Kenyan Friends now number more 
than 200,000, with four yearly meetings. The 
city of Nairobi is the site of the largest 
Friends Church in the world with more than 
2,000 members. Person-to-person and home
centered evangelism in Latin America is 
drawing ever-increasing numbers of Friends. 

Friends' roots, distinctive messages, the. 
power of Christ's message as expressed 
through Friends, and the latest techniques of 
evangelism were special topics considered. 
Priorities for evangelical Friends were placed 
in focus: a deeper practice of prayer and 
holiness, a stronger effort in establishing new 
churches and renewing others, a higher 
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Come Explore 
The Cutting Edge 

,......,......,.,.,.........._., 
in the pages of 

~COMMON 
BOUND\RY 
The new frontier in psycho
therapy is its interface with 
spirituality. Common Boundary, 
a bimonthly magazine, is at the 
forefront of this new movement

uncovering resources, tracking down new developments, and 
stimulating dialogue and discussion in the field. 

No other professional publication specifically examines this area or 
aims to help both psychotherapists and pastoral counselors sort out 
the spiritual dimensions of therapy and the psychological aspects of 
spiritual growth. 

By covering transpersonal , Jungian, and humanistic psychology; 
pastoral counseling; and consciousness-expan<ling disciplines, such 
as meditation and dream work, Common Boundary brings you a 
comprehensive overview of the issues, concerns, pitfalls, techniques 
and people involved in this growing field. 

Subscribe Today! 
·~----

I want to subscribe to Common Boundary. Enclosed is my check for : 
0 $19 (1 year) 0 $35(2years) 0 $45 (3years) 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Mail to: 
COMMON BOUNDARY 
7005 Florida Street 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 

How To Improve Your Balance 
Like life, school is a balancing act. At 
Oakwood, you'll find just the right balance: 
challenging academics that help develop 
searching, disciplined minds; enriching 
extracurricular and community service 
programs; and a healthy measure of 
personal attention. It adds up to a 
well·rounded program. 

Come, discover Oakwood-the delicate 
balance of hands, heart and mind. 

A Friends Co-Educational 
Boarding and Day School 

Grades9-12 
• Small class size 
• tndividuol guidonce 
• College prop curriculum 
• Diverse arts and sports programs 
• Scenic 60 acre campus 
• Busing available from local school districts 

Contact us to arrange a visit: 
Thomas A. Huff 
(914)462·4200 
Admissions Office 
515 South Road 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 

Oa}(,wood 
School 

Reports continued 

priority for Christian family life, a fresh im
petus for evangelizing the world's cities, a 
compassionate caring for impoverished and 
victimized people, and a new awareness of 
living under the historical Christian calling 
of Friends. 

Charles My/onder 

Spirit Moves Friends 
To Peaceable Action 

Friends traveled from all over the Pacific 
Northwest to attend the annual Northwest 
Regional Gathering of Friends sponsored by 
the Friends World Committee for Consulta
tion, Oct. 30-Nov.l, 1987, at the Newberg 
Friends Center in Newberg, Oregon. More 
than 140 adults came to share their thoughts 
and experiences on the theme, " The Spiritual 
Roots of Peace and Justice: What Calls Us 
to Action?" 

In the first meeting for worship, Pablo 
Stanfield raised the question, "In the 20th 
century can we still consecrate our lives?" 
The leading of the Spirit allows our joyful 
hearts to say YES, roll up our sleeves, and 
act. As Kara Cole said, " The way of the 
peacemaker is a long one." 

Throughout the next day the theme 
brought back memories of early Friends' 
awareness of the need for peaceable action 
in our world. For many, the moment came 
when the perception of the need became a 
call-a troubling moment when Friends turned 
to face a new direction and their lives were 
permanently changed. 

Worship-sharing groups gave everyone a 
chance to share their own beginnings as con
cerned Quakers. Interest groups were led by 
Friends who have given a portion of their 
lives to international relief and development, 
international peace and justice, sanctuary, 
youth services (foster care), the homeless, 
prison, draft and conscientious objection, 
and tax resistance. 

The leaders, paired from pastoral and 
nonpastoral meetings, shared their struggles 
and leadings of the Spirit. In the evening 
older men Friends recalled their call to peace 
and justice work and witness as youths dur
ing World War II. 

Sunday morning everyone joined for wor
ship before traveling home. For some, the 
dilemma of the call may have deepened; for 
others, the call was strengthened; for all, the 
joyful assignment to "seek first the 
Kingdom" was once more placed at the 
center of consciousness. 

Jane Sterrett and Annis Bleeke 
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Bulletin Board 

• Posters depicting positive images that 
negate the use of war toys are sought for a 
contest in May. Size must be 11 inches by 
17 inches. The medium may be crayon, felt 
tip markers, watercolor, poster paint, acrylic 
paint, screen print, block print, or pen and 
ink. Posters should include one of these 
messages: 

1. Peace begins in the playground. Don't 
buy war toys. 

2. Kids learn what they live. Don't buy war 
toys. 

3. Why encourage violence? Don't buy 
war toys. 

Words may be printed on the poster by the 
artist or by an adult. Prizes are $50 for first 
place, $25 for second place, stuffed toys for 
third place winners, and shirts with anti-war 
toy messages. The first prize winner may be 
printed as a poster for the Stop War Toys 
Campaign. Other designs may also be used. 
Deadline is May 31. Entries should include 
the contestant's name, age, address, tele
phone number, and school and should be ad
dressed to Stop War Toys Campaign, Box 
188, Hampton, CT 06247. 

• Peace and conflict resolution in higher 
education will be the focus of a conference 
sponsored by Friends Association for Higher 
Education, Mennonite Conciliation Service, 
the Church of the Brethren Peace Office, and 
New Call to Peacemaking. This is the second 
year for the conference, which provides an 
exchange of materials, course offerings, and 
ideas. It will be held June 14 and 15 at 
Wheaton College in Chicago with John Paul 
Lederach as the featured speaker. He recently 
returned from working on a mediation team 
that handled negotiations between the San
dinista government and Miskito Indian 
leaders in Nicaragua. The job was an assign
ment with the Mennonite Central Commit
tee. Registration fee Is $50; room and board 
fees will be available from Wheaton College. 
For more information, contact the Center 
for Peace Learning, George Fox College, 
Newberg, OR 97132, telephone (503) 
538-8383. 

• Mother's Day-originally declared as a day 
of peace-will be celebrated in its original 
meaning with demonstrations at nuclear 
weapon stations in four parts of the coun
try. The principle action will take place at 
the Nevada Nuclear Test Site in Mercury, 
Nevada. The other sites will be Project ELF 
in Clam Lake, Wisconsin; Pantex in Panhan
dle, Texas; and Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station in Cape Canaveral, Florida. Pro
testers will rally for adoption of a com-
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prehensive test ban treaty for the United 
States. In stating the concept of Mother's 
Day in 1870, Julia Ward Howe said, "Our 
sons shall not be taken from us to unlearn 
all that we have been able to teach them of 
charity, mercy, and patience. We, women of 
one country, will be too tender of those of 
another country, to allow our sons to be 
trained to injure theirs." 

• Training for organizers of nonviolent ac
tion will be ·offered by the War Resisters 
League on Aug. 12-21 in Massachusetts. 
Cost is $250, and deadline for registration 
is June 1. More information is available from 
the War Resisters League, 339 Lafayette St., 
New York, NY 10012, telephone (212) 
228-0450. 

• A gathering of graduates of the Earlham 
School of Religion is planned for June 17-19. 
The theme is " A Community of Memories." 
Events will include time for discussion with 
current and former faculty members, ban
quets, visits to local meetings served by 
Earlham graduates, and time for graduates 
to share memories, as well as hopes and 
dreams. 

• National Day of Prayer is May 5. The 
nonsectarian event sets aside a day for peo
ple in the United States to pray for our coun
try's leaders, for strengthening and renewal 
of moral values, for healing and reconcilia
tion within our nation, and for giving thanks 
for our blessings. 

• The topic "The Light of Christ and Quaker 
Universalism" will be the theme of the 
Quaker Theological Conference in Rich
mond, Indiana, on June 20-22. Papers will 
be presented by Mary Moehlman, Daniel 
Seeger, and Arthur Roberts, with prepared 
responses by selected individuals after each 
presentation. Registration charge is $20. 
Rooms and meals will be $53.50. For more 
information, contact Quaker Hill Con
ference Center, 10 Quaker Hill Drive, Rich
mond, IN 47374. 

• World Youth Against Drugs links pen pals 
throughout the world. The program was 
started two years ago and provides an op
portunity for young people who share similar 
attitudes toward drugs to share ideas cross
culturally. For more information, write to 
World Youth Against Drugs, 100 Edgewood 
Ave. , Suite 1002, Atlanta, GA 30303. 

• Study and experience of the original 
Quaker message that ''Jesus Christ has come 

to teach his people himself' ' is the purpose 
of the Young Adult Friends Summer School 
this year, to be held July 13-17 at Friends 
University in Wichita, Kansas. Participants 
will look at early Friends' understanding of 
Christ, the Bible, worship, ministry, and how 
their experience was different from their Pro
testant contemporaries. Participants will 
consider how those experiences were dif
ferent from the faith of Friends today. Cost 
is $90. For more information, contact Doug 
Garrett, 324 S. Atherton St., State College, 
PA 16801. Childcare is available, as are a 
limited number of scholarships. 

• According to a Canadian publication, For 
Conscience Sake, Russia was the first nation 
to establish legislation exempting pacifists 
from paying war taxes. "In 1820, thirty British 
citizens were invited by Czar Alexander I to 
establish a cotton mill in Tamerfors, which 
is now in Finland. James Finlayson, the 
manager, submitted a petition to the Czar 
signed by the employees from Britain, some 
of whom were members of the Society of 
Friends. The petition asked for freedom of 
conscience and religion to practice their own 
religion, and for exemption from military 
service, war, church taxes, and the taking of 
oaths." The Czar agreed to free Quaker 
manufacturers from taxes and support of the 
military. (Taken from the newsletter of 
Friends World Committee for Consultation, 
Section of the Americas.) 

• Dates for the 1989 Triennial Conference 
of the United Society of Friends Women In
ternational will be June 10-15. It will be held 
at Guilford College in Greensboro, N.C. The 
society started in 1881, when Eliza Arm
strong Cox and others responded to a con
cern among Friends women for missionary 
work. The first conference assembled in 1888 
in Indianapolis, Ind. Since then conferences 
have been held throughout the country, 
usually every three years. The conferences 
are planned to provide inspiration, educa
tion, fellowship, and business. For more in
formation, contact Peggy A. Hollingsworth, 
United Society of Friends Women, 717 
Ranch Road, Connersville, IN 47331. 

• Human understanding of nature and our 
position in it will be the focus of an interna
tional conference of natural and social scien
tists and other concerned people. Called 
"Mind and Nature," the conference will take 
place on May 21-27 in Hanover, Germany. 
For information, write to DER Travel Serv
ice, 442 Post St., San Francisco, CA 94102, 
or call toll free (800) 635-6463. 
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a boarding school for 
24 boys and girls in grades 7-9 

The simple rural lifestyle, small 
academic classes, extensive elect
ives, challenging outdoor pro
gram and emphasis on responsi
ble community participation 
make our school particularly 
suited to the needs of early 
adolescence. 
Arthur Morgan School 
1901 Hannah Branch Road 
Burnsville, NC 28714 
{704) 675-4262 
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Expand your 
horizons 
at Mohonk.--. 
For comfort and hospitality in an 
unspoiled natural setting, come to 
Mohonk. in the heart of the 
Shawangunk Mountains. Our lake. 
cliffs and miles of mountain trails are 
perfect for activities like golf. tennis. 
swimming. riding. hiking and old
fashioned carriage rides. too.Hearty 
meals. And special theme programs 
that let you learn while enjoying the 
peaceful surroundings. We're not 
artificial, just down-to-earth. In the 
Hudson River Valley, Exit 18. N.Y. 
State Thruway. 
Heres what:S happening at Mohonk: 

Entrepreneur School 
May 6-8 

Birding and Spring Nature 
May 8-13 

A World of Walking 
June 5-10 

Mohonk 
MOUNTAIN HOUSE 

A National Historic Landmark 

Nevv Paltz, 
N.Y. 12561 

(212) 233-2244 
(914) 255-1000 

News of Friends 

Affordable housing for the elderly, voca
tional training for the unemployed, and 
schooling for the handicapped are the goals 
of the Friendly Centers of India, Inc. Land 
for the first retirement center is being ac
quired near Cochin, a rapidly growing 
seaport city in South India. The site is ap
proximately 10 acres and will provide in
dividual retirement cottages, apartments, 
and dormitories for people of limited in
comes. There will be common dining, recrea
tional, and worship areas. Vocational train
ing will be offered with assistance from a 
businessman who owns a printing shop at 
Cochin. Training will be offered in compos
ing, printing, proofreading, and binding. In
dividuals in the United States are needed to 
be contacts with meetings and churches. 
Also, contributions are sought, either on a 
one-time basis or as a monthly pledge. As 
resources become available, work will be ex
tended and similar centers started in other 
parts of India. For more information, write 
to Friendly Centers of India at P .0. Box 134, 
Oak Lawn, IL 60454. 

Aberdeen, Scotland, will be the 1989 site of 
London Yearly Meeting's annual session. 
That will be the first time since 1948 the yearly 
meeting has been held north of the border 
of Great Britain. The session will be held July 
29-Aug. 5, 1989. 

The new director of Oakwood School is 
Robert Coombs. He comes to the job from 
studying as a visiting practitioner at the Har
vard University Principals' Center. He was 
headmaster at Lake Ridge Academy, where 
he introduced a peace studies program. He 
will assume the new position on July 1. 

Two Friends who work in the world of 
publishing were selected as Quakers of the 
Year by Chuck Fager, editor of A Friendly 
Letter, to recognize their work, witness and 
faithfulness. One is Dean Freiday, of Manas
quan (N.J.) Meeting, for his work in editing 
and publishing Barclay's Apology in Modern 
English, which first appeared 21 years ago. 
The other award recipient is Barbara Mays 
for her work as editor of Friends United 
Press in Richmond, Indiana. She is a 
member of Clear Creek (Ind.) Meeting. 

Gender relationships in the Society of 
Friends is the topic of a study initiated by 
Friends World Committee for Consultation. 
The study will be undertaken by an interna
tional committee, which has issued a call to 
Friends to share their beliefs and experiences 
by sending them to one of these people: 
Salome de Bartalama, Ricardo Bustamente 
1054, La Paz, Bolivia 376976 (taking Spanish 

contributions); Jadwiga Lopez, 3100 N. 
Sheridan Road, Chicago, IL 60657 (taking 
contributions in either Spanish or English); 
or Heather Moir, P.O. Box 106 Chocorua, 
NH 03817 (taking English contributions). 
Contributions may be prose or poetry, stories 
or scientific studies, taped or typed and may 
address issues of peace or justice, language 
or service, prayer or prophecy. All contribu
tions will be retained, and the committee will 
arrange publication and distribution of the 
ones deemed most valuable. 
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Jordans Meetinghouse is 300 years old this 
year. The historic site is 25 miles from Lon
don in Buckinghamshire County, where 
William Penn courted his first wife, 
Gulielma. He and many members of his 
family are buried in the burial ground there. 
The two-story building has space for wor
ship and caretaker's quarters. George Fox, 
James Nayler, William Penn, and the Pen
ingtons prayed in the kitchen at Jordans. 
Although alterations have been made 
throughout the years, much of the glass, win
dow furniture, shutters, and front door are 
assumed to date from 1688. Nearby sits the 
Mayflower Barn, which legend claims is con
structed from beams taken from the 
Mayflower ship. During World War I, the 
Friends Ambulance Unit, under the leader
ship of Philip Noel-Baker, trained in the 
Mayflower Barn. Events to celebrate the 
tercentenary are planned to begin in 
February and continue through October. A 
schedule of events is available from Rob and 
Nora Simmons, Flat 2, Cherry Tree Corner, 
Jordans, near Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 
2TD. (Please include a small contribution for 
postage.) 

The new director of Beacon Hill Friends 
House is Sirkka Talikka Barbour of Rich
mond, Indiana. Retiring director of the 
Boston, Massachusetts, Quaker center is 
Anne Buttenheirn, who is leaving to marry 
and move to Newfoundland. Friends House 
is home to Beacon Hill Meeting, as well as 
to a group of 20 Quakers and non-Quakers 
living in community based on Quaker prac
tice. It was established 20 years ago. 
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Books 

The Turkey Shoot 
By Malcolm Bell. Grove Press, New 
York, 1985. 416 pages. $19.50. 

New York State Police on September 13, 
1971, mowed down 128 people at Attica 
State Prison. Thus they brutally brought to 
an end a rebellion among some 1,500 inmates 
who were protesting against overcrowding 
and had a long list of other complaints, most 
of which the government conceded were 
legitimate. Of those who died in the "turkey 
shoot, •' 29 were inmates and ten were state 
employees who .had been taken hostage. 

Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller established 
the Attica Investigation to prosecute crimes 
committed at the prison by both rebellious 
inmates and the angry state police. Malcolm 
Bell was a member of the investigation staff. 

After some time, Malcolm Bell concluded 
that there was afoot a Machiavellian scheme 
to appear to be doing a thorough job but 
actually prosecuting the inmates while not 
touching the government perpetrators. It was 
at Governor Rockefeller's desk that the buck 
stopped, but attention was deflected from 
him, especially after he was nominated for 
the vice presidency. Yet, as is being said now 
of President Reagan in connection with Iran
Contragate, he was guilty of either com
plicity or ignorance. 

In December 1974, Malcolm Bell resigned 
in protest. After several months of no 
response from the state attorney general or 
the governor he " went public," and The 
New York Times reported his story. Almost 
immediately, a commission was appointed to 
investigate Malcolm Bell's specific charges 
of cover-up. Still, in the end, equal justice 
was served: inmates were pardoned or their 
sentences commuted, and thus neither gov
ernment nor inmate offenders were punished. 

Attica "radicalized" Malcolm, as it did 
others. At that time, his only connection with 
Quakerism was his attendance at Brooklyn 
Friends School for the first six grades. A 
Harvard graduate, he became a Wall Street 
lawyer and a Nixon conservative who worked 
in civil litigation in the early '70s. Comparing 
himself to "medieval knights who fought 
over other people's wealth and created 
nothing," he decided to switch to criminal 
law and got the job as a special Attica 
prosecutor. He was a deacon in the First 
Congregational Church in Darien, Conn., 
teaching a high-school-level Sunday-school 
class. His students kept going to Wilton 
(Conn.) Meeting, and finally he went, too. 
In 1979, he married a Friend under the care 
of the meeting and joined in 1983. He also 
switched from the Republican to the Demo
cratic party. 
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Unfolding like a well-constructed mystery 
story, and occasionally in earthy vernacular, 
The Turkey Shoot is a cautionary tale. The 
author warns that the system protects the 
system, as it attempted to do in the cases of 
Iran-Contragate, as well as Attica. His dedi
cation reads " ... (T)o the Good German. 
Everyone chooses whether to be one." He 
chose not to be one. 

Jennie H. Allen 

Jennie H. Allen is a member of Scarsdale (N.Y.) 
Meeting and serves as the secretary of the FluENDs 
JoURNAL Board of Managers. 

Martha Schofield 
By Katherine Smedley. The Edwin Mellen 
Press, Lewiston/ Queens/on, 1987. 320 
pages. $59.95. 

Martha Schofield, a Pennsylvania Quaker 
who established the Schofield Normal and 
Industrial School in Aiken, South Carolina, 
was a courageous woman whose life should 
be more widely known. Her school was the 
only one for blacks in Aiken for years and 
was threatened by whites in the early years. 
It became famous for the thorough educa
tion it offered, which stressed vocational 
skills and character training. In addition to 
her interest in education for blacks, she ex
posed for northern newspapers the anti-black 
violence and fraud of the 1876 and 1880 elec
tions. She was also involved in the women' s 
suffrage movement, and gave the support of 
her school to the development of cooperatives 
and improved agricultural methods among 
blacks. 

With access to an extensive collection of 
journals and papers only recently released by 
the family, Katherine Smedley has painted 
a searching portrait. The emphasis tends to 
be on the unresolved ambiguity of her role 
as unmarried career woman in a society that 
assumed woman's highest (and proper) role 
was as wife and mother. Her relationships 
with men are sensitively explored. The ten
sion between local racist mores-which, for 
example, prohibited interracial dining-and 
Martha' s greater tolerance, is only touched 
upon. My disappointment is that her interior 
spiritual life is not given the same careful 
probing as the feminist issues. Because of this 
deficiency, and the steep price, probably only 
larger meeting libraries will consider purchas
ing it. For those interested in women's issues 
and the development of education for blacks 
in the South, this book is recommended. 

The book is volume 24 of a series of 
studies on women and religion. More meet
ings might be interested in an earlier volume 

SPIRIT IN ACTION! 

A new spirituality is calling people to live as ac· 
tive participants in the creation process. with sensitivi· 
ty to the natural world and to relatiOnships with God, 
Self and the Earth Community. Chinook's programs will 
help you respond to this cal in your own life. Our wood· 
ed Puget Sound setting and international faculty will 
nourish and stimulate you. 

SUMMER '81! FE ATURES: 
oBrooke Medicine Eagle and Anthea Francine 
oBrian Swimme (Universe is a Green Dragon) 
oRitual as Gateway to the Soul 
•Spiritual Intensive (one week) 

Call or write lor brochures: 
CHINOOK L£ARNING,CENnR 

P.O. Box 57. Clinton, WA 98236•(200)321·1884 

CHART OF 
NORTH AMERICAN 
YEARLY MEETINGS 

Eighth Edition 

30" X 42" Black and white, includes establish· 
ment dates of nearly rNery yearly meeting, and 
schism. All branChes are clearly distinguishable; 
Helpful commentary printed throughout. An im
portant visual aid for understanding complex 
Quaker history. 
Chart: Box 222, Sumneytown, PA 18084 $9 

SUBSCRIBE! 
TO FRIENDS JOURNAL 
Please enter a subscription to 
Friends journal, payment for which 
Is enclosed. 
0 One year $15 0 Two years $29 
0 Three years $43 
(Add $6 per year for postage 
outside North America.) 

0 Enroll me as a Friends journal 
Associate. My contribution of $ __ 
is In addition to the subscription price 
and Is tax-deductible. 

My Name 
Address ____________________ __ 

0 This is a gift subscription 
In my name for: 

Name ----------------------

Address ---------------------

Send renewal notice 
0 to me. 0 to recipient. 

Friends journal, 1501 Cherry Street, 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
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~ Scattergood 11iiJI!fiiT Friends School 
~,. ____ ~~,;.~ Established 1890 

High School 
with a Difference 
We offer solid academic preparation for 
college, training in good work habits, fun, 
supportive community life. creat ive and 
performing arts. Boarding students only, 
grades 9-12. 

Rte. 1, Box 32 
West Branch, Iowa 52358 

(319) 643-5636 

GOETHE T-SHIRT 
100% cotton 

jade or melon 
Sizes S,M,L,XL 

$10.00 postpaid 
Free brochure 

AHIMSA GRAPHICS 
P.O. Box 28788-02 

Prov., Rl 02908 

CREMATION 
Friends are reminded that the 

Anna T. Jeanes Fund 
will reimburse cremation costs. 

(Applicable to members of 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting only.) 

For Information write or telephone 
RICHARD F. BEITS 
500-8 Glen Echo Road 
Philadelphia, PA 19119 

(215) 247-3354 

WESITOWN 
SCHOOL 

Westtown, PA 19395 
(215) 399-0123 

PK-10th Grade Day 
9-12th Grade Boarding 

"I think Westtown is special because the 
people are willing to share. willing to 
care. and willing to dare to be different. 
You can be your own person!" 

Betsy Brown '86 

For Further Information 
Please Contact 

Henry Horn, 
Director of Admissions 

Books continued 

in the same series, The Influence of Quaker 
Women on American History: Biographical 
Studies, edited by Carol and John 
Stoneburner. Chapters by Hugh Barbour 
and Elise Boulding and the introduction are 
particularly helpful in exploring the spiritual 
experience that motivated these women to 
shape the world beyond their doors. While 
the quality of writing and scholarship of the 
biographies varies, the women portrayed are 
all fascinating. 

Marty Grundy 

Marty Grundy is a member of Cleveland (Ohio) 
Meeting. 

Breakthrough 
Edited by Anatoly Gromyko, Martin 
Hellman, Craig Barnes, Alexander 
Nitikin, et a/. Walker and Co., New 
York, 1988. 281 pages. $9.95/paperback. 

How exciting to see that scientists from the 
United States and the USSR are finally able 
to meet and talk openly and frankly about 
how to eliminate the threat of nuclear war! 
Even more heartening is the fact that 
Gorbachev' s new policy of openness, 
glasnost, permits Soviet and United States 
readers to read what scholars have to say 
about this vital concern. 

Mathematicians, physicists, sociologists, 
psychologists, economists, are all represented 
here, each contributing insights from his or 
her specialty. Kenneth Boulding writes on the 
economic and sociological problems entailed 
in "Moving from an Unstable to a Stable 
Peace." Physicist Theodore Taylor writes 
about the nuts-and-bolts realities of nuclear 
proliferation. Psychologists explore how 
living in a world threatened by nuclear 
destruction affects the development of 
children. Others analyze the mechanisms 
involved in social and individual trans
formation as they pertain to the peace move
ment. Political scientists examine the prob
lems involved in building public support for 
disarmament. The emphasis is on practical 
solutions rather than dire warnings or lofty 
statements of principles. 

What makes the book particularly com
pelling is the process by which it was created. 
Conceived in 1985 after months of negotia
tions, it was birthed during eight weeks of 
face-to-face discussions in Moscow and the 
United States during which manuscripts were 
chosen by consensus. 

In spite of ideological and cultural dif
ferences, all of the writers basically agree on 
the need for "new thinking," a term coined 
by Mikhail Gorbachev to describe the new 

direction in Soviet policy sometimes des
cribed as perestroika, or "restructuring." 
While "old thinking" sees the world dual
istically, in terms of us vs. them, good vs. 
evil, correct vs. incorrect political phil
osophy, new thinking takes the pluralistic 
view that differences are inevitable and for 
the most part healthy. Old thinking values 
secrecy, image-making, and propaganda; new 
thinking requires public disclosure of all 
facts, no matter how unpleasant. 

It is unfortunate that no scholars versed 
in religion were included in this volume. They 
might have pointed out that new thinking is 
based on some of the oldest and most pro
found of religious insights; "no man is an 
island" and "the truth will make you free." 
They might also have examined the role 
religion plays in the process of social and 
individual transformation necessary for a 
stable and just peace. Nonetheless, it is 
heartening to see how both Soviet and U.S. 
scholars from wide-ranging disciplines are 
incorporating this new I old thinking into a 
new and saner understanding of the world. 

This book was sponsored by two impor
tant Soviet and U.S. peace groups: Beyond 
War, a nonpartisan educational movement 
consisting of thousands of full-time and part
time volunteers in the United States and 
abroad; and the Committee of Soviet Scien
tists for Peace against the Nuclear Threat, 
a nongovernmental group of professionals 
who do most of their work in the area of 
arms control and disarmament. 

This is a book that I would recommend 
dipping into, mulling over, and returning to, 
rather than reading from cover-to-cover. 
There is a certain repetitiveness that comes 
from assembling such a colloquy of writers 
concerned with similar themes. But the ex
citement that went into the creation of this 
book is infectious, and hardly a page goes 
by without some new fact, insight, or per
spective to arrest the reader's attention. 
What emerges most clearly from this book 
is a willingness on the part of U.S. and Soviet 
scholars to be (as the introduction puts it) 
"colleagues, genuinely able to agree and 
disagree, forcefully, but also kindly and with 
humour. '' One hopes that the leaders of our 
respective countries will let themselves be 
instructed by these scholars of pea~. 

Anthony Manousos 

Anthony Manousos, presently the Wilmer Young 
International Peace and Reconciliation Scholar at 
Pendle Hill, is the editorial director of the Quaker 
U.S./USSR Committee, which is compiling an 
anthology of Soviet and U.S. fiction and poetry 
to be published this year. He is a member of 
Central Philadelphia (Pa.) Meeting. 
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In Brief 

An Outbreak of Peace 
By Sarah Pirtle. Illustrated by many young 
people. New Society Publishers, Philadel
phia, Pa., 1987. 385 pages. $9.95/paperback. 
This is a rare piece of adolescent fiction
peace propaganda with a plot. Wisecracks 
and suspense, threatened friendships, and 
budding romances are interwoven with a 
compendium of every peace project ever con
ceived, from folding paper cranes to sister 
cities. The kids form a peace club, called the 
Tigers, then try out their conflict resolution 
skills to get permission to hold a peace fair. 
They face irate parents, military recruiters, 
the school principal who calls them un
patriotic and too political, and they survive. 
Written with just the right touch of teen-age 
irreverence, the book manages to give us " an 
outbreak of hope" that there might actual
ly be a real town somewhere where kids and 
grownups could get this excited about peace. 
The dozens of drawings by real kids, the 
credits and examples at the end, the after-
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word by two educators for social respon
sibility tell us that some of it really did hap
pen, and everything that happens helps. 

Caring for Your Own Dead 
By Lisa Carlson. Upper Access Publishers, 
Hinesburg, Vt, 1987. 344 pages. $19.951 
cloth, $14.95/paperback. This is an unusual 
book-part personal experiences with death, 
part history of funeral customs, part hand
book on organ donations and legal issues, 
part state-by-state directory of laws and serv
ices. The appendix also includes "A Good 
Neighbor's List for the Time of Death" and 
a professional grief therapist's afterword on 
grieving. Even though this may not be the 
answer to the sometimes exploitative prac
tices of the funeral industry chronicled in the 
American Way of Death, it is a thought
provoking volume and a very different ad
dition to the many books on death and griev
ing which have appeared in recent years. 
Funeral committees may fmd it informative. 
Meeting libraries may wish to make it 
available. 

Nica Notes 
By Bobb Barns. Friends View Press, Nevada 
City, Calif. , 1987. 188 pages. $9.95/ paper
back. Bob Barns was a long-term volunteer 
for Witness "for Peace in Nicaragua in 1986. 
Most of these short pieces tell of his day-to
day experiences with the volunteers and 
among the peasants in the northern war 
zone, but there is also a section on his 
political observations when visiting in the 
cities, his impressions of U.S. officials. He 
saw open discussion of the proposed consti
tution and no evidence of police-state con
trol nor of any interference with religious 
freedom. People in the United Statel wbo are 
deeply concerned that our administnltioll hu 
unfairly assessed the situation ill Nicarqua 
will find much to COilfirm tbeir c:oecern. 

Catching Up with a 
Changing World 
By Leonard Kenworthy. World A//llin 
Materials, Kennett Square, h., 1917. 113 
pages. $6.95/ paperback. Leonard Kenwor
thy, as a culmination of his lifetime work in 
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WILLIAM PENN CHARTER SCHOOL 
300 Years of Quaker Education 

Est. 1689 
Kindergarten through 

Twelfth Grade 

The William Penn Charter School is a Quaker college-preparatory school 
stressing high standards in academics, the arts and athletics. Penn Charter 
is committed to nurturing girls and boys of diverse backgrounds in an 
atmosphere designed to stimulate each student to work to his or her 
fullest potential. 

Applications from Quaker students and teachers are invited. 

Earl J . Ball III, Headmaster 
3000 W. School House Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19144 
(215) 844-3460 

• Founded as Friends Seminary in 1849 
• Quaker heritage has included Rufus 
Jones as principal 
• A country boarding and day school in 
the Maine woods 

-'l.~.d~ • Co-educational, college preparatory 
.;~~ ~-'111. Grades 8-12 

Grow in the Nol1hem Light 
Oak Grove-Coburn School 

Vassal»oro, Mane 

• Small academic classes; full arts and 
cultural travel program 
• Fresh air activities in varsity sports; 
horse riding/stable boarding opportunities 
For information: 
Kathy Hanson, Admissions Director 
Oak Grov&-Coburn School 
Vassalboro, ME 04989 (207) 872·2741 

~WOODSCOURT--------1 
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Now available-New one-bedroom 
apartments for senior citizens 

1 
WOCOSTOWN 

contact: 
Robert Smith, Administrator 
Friends Home at Woodstown 
Woodstown, NJ 08098 Telephone (609) 769-1500 

Books continued 

the field of world affairs, has written a sim
ple book that cuts the knot of confusing 
world events into cross sections. Using maps, 
graphs, and cartoons to back up his statistics, 
he summarizes in ten quick chapters the 
situation of population distribution, cultural 
differences, new power alignments of na
tions, the crisis of cities, increasing world in
terdependence, threats to suryival of the 
planet, the gap between rich and poor that 
calls for a new international economic order, 
the hope of regional and international 
organizations, and the possibility of creating 
a better world of fun and beauty. His book 
is useful for students, study groups, or in
dividuals as a reference work, a take-off for 
discussion, or a blueprint for hope. 

Gandhi Today 
By Mark Shepard. Simple Productions, Ar
cata, Calif., 1987. 146 pages. $20/c/oth, 
$9.95/paperback. Alongside the mainstream 
of political history there are often stories of 
simple events that may in the long run change 
the world. Such events, taking place in In
dia after the death of Mahatma Gandhi in 
1948, are chronicled here in a series of nar
ratives about nonviolent projects carried out 
by his followers and successors. Focusing on 
individual leaders who carried out Gandhi's 
timeless ideas of nonviolence and compas
sion, Shepard tells the story of the poor peo
ple of India and their slow steps towards 
sharing land, living in communal villages, 
and waging nonviolent protests to save their 
forests. The author admits that the Gandhi
ans have not yet changed the whole world 
or even the typical village in India, but he 
reminds us of how far the ripples of Gan
dhi's legacy have spread. 

Dear Gandhi: Now What? 
By Jim and Shelley Douglass. Illustrated by 
Bill Livermore. New Society Publishers, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and Santa Cruz, Calif., 
1988. 105 pages. $26.95/c/oth, $6.95/paper
back. Following an advice column format, 
much like Dear Abby, the questions and 
answers selected for this little volume 
humorously raise all the doubts, worries, ex
asperations, and despair peaceworkers face. 
For instance, one writer asks; "I have read 
an article saying we can only resist out of 
love. I find I can't dump my burden of fear 
and anger, though I do feel the love power. 
Can I do peace work?" Gandhi's reply: 
"Come as you are. Maybe we can work out 
a peace conversion for your hitchhiking 
friends." The feature is regularly published 
in the newsletter of Ground Zero, a peace 
group in the Pacific Northwest that is wag
ing a nonviolent campaign against the Tri-
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dent missiles and submarine. The answers, 
some more irreverent than others, are 
sometimes in Gandhi's own words, indicated 
by an asterisk, and they are always true to 
Gandhi's spirit of tolerance and nonviolence. 
Bound to lighten your day. 

Milestones 

Births 
Charles-Austin Lloyd Charles, on Feb. 28 to 
Patricia Ellen Hardy Charles and Richard Lewis 
Charles, Jr. The baby's mother and maternal 
grandparents are members of Lancaster (Pa.) 
Meeting. 
Dozier-William Robert Soft Dozier, on March 
5 to Martha Ann Solt and Daniel Preston Dozier, 
III, both members of Friends Meeting of 
Washington (D.C.). 
Fumas-David Patrick Furnas, on Feb. 22 to Terri 
and Fred Furnas, both members of Miami (Ohio) 
Meeting. The baby joins a brother, Michael, and 
sister, Marjorie. 
Hollsing-Mia Susanna Ingmarsdotter Hoi/sing, 
on Jan. 20 tp Ingmar and Annika Ericsson HoUs
ing, members of Sweden Yearly Meeting. Mia joins 
a brother, Tomas. 
Neumann-David Eckels Neumann on Dec. 15, 
1987, to Arloa and Paul Neumann in Portland, 
Oreg. His father and paternal grandparents are 
members of Miami (Ohio) Meeting. 

Marriages 
Plnho-Sawyer-Stephen G. Sawyer and Monica 
Pinho, on March 19 at Moorestown (N.J.) 
Meeting, where Stephen is a member. 
Snplee-Halloweii-Wi//iam Stearns Hallowell and 
Karen April Suplee, on March 19 under the care 
of Gwynedd (Pa.) Meeting, where William is a 
member. 

Deaths 
Doncblan-Peter Donchian, 88 on March 5. Peter 
was most recently a member of Kennett Square 
(Pa.) Meeting. A birthright Friend, born in New 
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Friends in East Africa 
By Harold Smuck. Friends United Press, 
Richmond, Ind. , 1987. 120 pages. $8.95. The 
fact that there are now 200,000 Quakers in 
East Africa-more than in all the rest of the 
world-is interesting enough to attract 
readers to this account of the last 20 years 
of their history. Harold Smuck, who worked 
closely with East African Friends during that 
time, vividly sketches the variety of people 
who gather shortly after dawn each Sunday 
in 600 meetings across Kenya. He describes 
their struggles to establish their independence 
from U.S. missionaries, and to survive fman
cial crises, growth, splitting, and reunion. 
This is a lively story in which U.S. Friends 
will find familiar echoes as well as 
inspiration. 

York City, he was educated at Westtown School 
and Yale University, and later at Columbia Univer
sity where he earned both a master's and doctorate 
in education. He worked in the design and 
manufacture of textiles in China, England, and 
France. During World War II, .Peter was an in
structor at the American School of Paris, and later 
became a volunteer with the American Friends Serv
ice Committee in Marseilles, doing Quaker relief 
work. His book, April Anguish, published in 1986, 
described some of his experiences during his in
ternational career. He taught on the faculty at 
Teachers College, Columbia University, Wayne 
State University, and was an administrator at St. 
John's College. In the 1970s, he was a special 
education consultant to the Pinellas County (Fla.) 
school system. Since moving to Crosslands, a 
Quaker retirement community in Kennett Square, 
Pa., he devised a system of evaluating the teaching 
performance of teachers, known as the "Donchian 
Key." He is survived by his wife Margaret, a 
brother, a son, two nephews, three nieces, three 
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. 
Flngesten-Peter Fingesten, 71, on Sept. 9, 1987, 
in New York City. He was member of 15th Street 
(N.Y) Meeting and a member of the FRIENDs Jom
NAL Board of Managers. His home was in Manhat
tan. As a surrealistic artist, his work was exhibited 
extensively in the United States and Europe and 
appeared occasionally in FluENDs JOUII.NAL. He 
was the author of three books, East Is East, The 
Eclipse of Symbolism, and Dynamics of Creotivity. 
He founded the art and music department at Pace 
University and served as its chairman unti11986. 
Born in Berlin, he first encountered Quakers when 
he was a recipient in the children's feeding pro
grams following World War I. When he came to 
the United States in 1939 at the age of 23, it was 
Quakers who posted a $500 bond for him at the 
boat . Peter did not return to Europe, and those 
who had helped him forfeited the bond money. 
He repaid that gift with his commitment to 

Grieving: 
An Inward 

._ ______ .. ~ ~ 
(),)'"'' ".v·T. $umue- ~cP 

~()~1~ 
Dorothy Samuel writes out of the inner 
silence which followed the death of her 
husband William in 1981. Emptied of 
dreams. desires. goals and illusions of 
control. she sought no this-world es
capes nor made any demands of God. 
Accepting the pain. going fully into the 
emptiness. she found God assumed 
the initia tives of her spiritual growth. 
Her carefully crafted faith was slowly 
transformed into deeper, revealed un
derstandings often tied to a long loved 
phrase or line. Here is no "return to nor
malcy." but gentle movement into the 
presence of God. 

ISBN: 0.87839-04~ 

Please send __ copy(ies) of 
Grieving: An Inward Journey 

$7.95 plus $1.25 shipping (Total $9.20) 
to: 

(Nome) 

(Address) 

(City. Stole. Zip) 

0 Check enclosed 0 Bill me 
Order from: 

NORTH STAR PRESS 
of St. Cloud, Inc. 

P.O. Box 451 
St. Cloud, MN 56302 

612-253-1636 
Money enclosed In U.S. funds. by check or 

International Money Order only. 
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camponas(J· 
Ottsville, Pa. . • i 

A Quaker Camp for · • 
Boys and Girls 8-13 . · . ... 

DELAW.UE VALLEY FaiENDS ScHooL 
a secondary school for students 

with unique learning needs. 

The full college preparatory curriculum has 
intellectually challengingcounes supported by 
explidt teaching of organizational slcill.s. 
Teacher student ratio ls 1 toS. Fine arts as well 
as outdoor education are integral to the pro
gram. 
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Sixty-Seventh year of Camping 
Complete Camp Program 

Two-Week Sessions 
First Session Starts June 26 
Special Rates for Quakers 

Camp Onas, Ottsvil'le, PA 18942 
(215) 847-5858 

(Available for spring and fall weekend rentals) 

CONCERNED? 

Consider 

A Peace Oriented Portfolio 

For ittfo,.,.ticm c•ll: (215) 526-9595 
Ott 1M c•,..• of H•I'CIIm futtior College 

bt Bryrt MIIWr 

Irene McHenry, Head 

PAX WORLD FUND, INC. 

"The Fund endeavors through Its Investment objectives to 
make a contribution to world peace."- from the Prospectus 

by Investing In: 

• non-war related Industries 
• companies exercising pollution control 
• firms with fair employment practices 
• International development 

Pax World is a no-load, diversified mutual fund designed for those who wish to 
develop income and to invest in life-supportive products and services. IRA and 
Keogh plans available. Minimum investment: $250. 

This is not a solicitation in those states where the securities have not been qualified. 

.------------------------------------------------~ I A prospectus containing more complete Information about Pax World Fund, 
I including all charges and expenses, will be sent upon receipt of this coupon. 
1 Read H carefully before you invest Send no money. 

I 
I To: 

PAX WORLD FUND, INC. 
224 State Street 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 

0 Send IRA Packet 

Please send me a free prospectus and information on Pax Wortd Fund. 
Name ________________________________________________ __ 

Address ------------------------------------------------

City, Stale, ZIP---------------- -----

Occupation ---------------------------------------------

Telephone No. 0 Day ______________ _ 0 Evening-------
FJ2 

--------------------------------------------------

Quakerism for the rest of his life and with an open 
door to Friends who needed a lift or someone to 
talk to. He had the ability to see another person's 
strengths and hold them up for affirmation, even 
when the person was feeling low. Peter loved the 
purity of Quakerism, but his nature was not easi
ly suited to it in some ways. His messages 
sometimes showed the harshness of his private 
struggles, but he knew, as he and his wife Carole 
wrote in their essay on silence, (FJ 9/ 1-15/ 87), 
"You may step into the pool of silence denuded 
and in pain, but you will emerge from it restored 
in truth and peace." In his final illness of pan
creatic cancer, Peter gave his meeting a last gift. 
He asked others to pray for him. As he believed 
in their prayers, they also believed and knew, with 
him, that belief in God matters. He is survived by 
his wife, Carole, and a daughter by an earlier mar
riage, Alexandria. 
Graham-Margaret Graham, 74, on July 2, 1987, 
in Tucson, Ariz. She was a member of Pima (Ariz.) 
Meeting. She was born in Chengdu, Sichwaun Pro
vince China, and had a long and active commit
ment to promoting relations between the United 
States and China. She founded the U.S./China 
Friendship Association in Tucson and opened her 
home to Chinese students attending the Universi
ty of Arizona. She is survived by three sons. 
Gummere-John Flagg Gummere, 86, on Jan. 26, 
at his home in Haverford, Pa. A member of 
Haverford Meeting, he served as an overseer and 
clerk of the Property Committee. He was also clerk 
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Friends Educa
tion Fund and a member of the Committeee on 
Education. He was clerk of the committee in 
charge of Haverford Friends School from 1943 to 
1962. He was considered a leading educator in the 
United States and was headmaster of William Penn 
Charter School for 27 years until his retirement 
in 1986. The respect and affection his students felt 
for him was reflected in their nickname for him, 
"The Chief." He was known for his keen interest 
in his students, his bright mind, and his ability to 
run a tight ship at Penn Charter. For four years 
he wrote a column of wit and knowledge, called 
"Words &c,"for the Philadelphia Inquirer, and 
he was senior editor of the Scott Foresman Latin 
series for schools and colleges. His articles ap
peared in many classical periodicals, and he was 
book editor of Haverford College's alumni 
magazine until his death. He graduated from Penn 
Charter, Haverford College, and the University 
of Pennsylvania. In World War II, he served on 
temporary duty as lieutenant in the U.S. Coast 
Guard Port Security in Philadelphia while he was 
headmaster. He was a member of Haverford Col
lege's Board of Directors since 1942 and also served 
as secretary of the corporation. He married Gladys 
Barnes in 1931, and, after her death in 1972, he 
married Martha C. Longstrelh, who survives him, 
He is also survived by four stepchildren and two 
godchildren . 

Haaaum-Sara Cloud Hannum, 96, on Jan. 7, 
1988, at Friends Hall, West Chester, Pa. She was 
the daughter of Mary Belle and Joseph P. Cloud 
and was born in Kennett Township, Pa. where she 
lived her entire life. She attended George School, 
class of 1913, and was a member of Hockessin 
(Del.) Meeting. In earlier years she was .involved 
in many community affairs and was also an ac
tive member of the Kennett New Century Qub and 
the Kennett Garden Club. Her husband, Edward 
Darlington Hannum, died in 1977. She is survived -
by two sons, Joseph Cloud Hannum and Edward 
Thomas Hannum; three grandchildren; and seven 
great-grandchildren. 
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Laitin- G. Barbara Laitin, 92, on Jan. 30 in 
Orangeville, Ontario, Canada. As a young woman 
in New York she marched with the suffragettes in 
support of rights for women. Later, she studied 
law at night at New York University and was ad
mitted to the New York State bar in 1920. She 
became the only woman attorney for FOR's 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, which gave 
guidance and support to small businesses during 
the 1930s and '40s. In the '60s following the death 
of her husband Samuel, she joined President John 
F. Kennedy's VISTA program to work and live 
with underprivileged people. Her last assignment 
with VISTA was in Utah where she worked with 
Mexican-Americans. G. Barbara's life was guid
ed by the spirit of love, fellowship and freedom. 
She enriched meeting communities in Ann Arbor 
(Mich.), Logan (Utah), and Hamilton and Yonge 
Street meetings in Newmarket, Ontario, Canada. 
She is survived by her children, Donald and Tobey; 
three grandchildren; and a daughter-in-law. 
Friends are encouraged to contribute to the Cana
dian Friends Service Committee, 60 Lowther 
Avenue, Toronto, Canada. 
OsU-Emilio Osta, 78, on Sept. 28, 1987. Emilio 
was a long-time member of Pima (Ariz.) Meeting. 
He founded the Tucson Peace Center in 1959. The 
following year celebrated the centennial of the 
birth of Spanish pianist and composer Isaac 
Albeniz by mastering the composer's known 
works. Emilio also discovered and orchestrated an 
unknown piano concerto of Albeniz's. He is sur
vived by his wife, Tulio, and two sisters. 
Sinclair-Kay Sinclair, 66, on Jan. 6, following 
a courageous struggle with cancer. She was an ac
tive and generous member of Claremont (Calif.) 
Meeting. Kay was born into a Quaker family and 
attended Westtown School. Her gourmet restau
rant, the Argonaut Inn, provided the setting where 
her many interests converged. She stimulated the 
lives of many young people by having them live 
and work at the Inn. There, she also encouraged 
their artistic talents and spiritual growth. Through 
her membership on the Fellowship and Visitation 
Committee, she nurtured the spirit of friendship 
and caring in the meeting. Her cooking nourished 
shut-ins and others she knew to be going through 
difficult times. She will be sorely missed by her 
host of friends, both inside and outside the 
meeting. 
Wbitson-Eiizabeth Pennell Whitson, 93, on Feb. 
6 in Philadephia, Pa. Elizabeth was a lifelong 
Friend and was a member of Media (Pa.) Meeting 
at the time of her death. She was a graduate of 
Westtown School. She married the late T. Barclay 
Whitson in 1922 and lived in Moylan, Pa. One 
daughter, Margaret A . Whitson, preceded her in 
death. She is survived by two daughters, Ruth W. 
Stokes and Anna W. Fisher; six grandchildren; and 
two great-grandchildren. 
Yarrow-Edward Burr Yarrow, 36, on Jan. 3 of 
a heart attack while playing basketball in the 
Dominican Republic. Son of Margaret Yarrow and 
the late C.H . (Mike) Yarrow, Burr graduated from 
high school in Swarthmore, Pa., and attended 
Guilford College. He was a skilled leather crafts
man and a professional cook-arts which he 
shared generously. The meetinghouse in Media, 
Pa., where his memorial meeting was held, was 
filled with friends and family from many miles 
away, although the weekend was treacherous and 
snowy on the East Coast. One friend spoke of him 
as being " more careful of love than of every
thing." He is survived by his mother; two brothers, 
Michael and Douglas; and his loving companion, 
Camille Benjamin, and her son Gabriel. 
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Calendar 

MAY 

6-7-Quaker United Nations Women's Seminar 
at Quaker House in New York City. Elise Boulding 
will speak. For more information, contact QUNO, 
777 UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017. 
6-8-The Northeast Region of Friends World 
Committee for Consultation will gather at Powell 
House, Old Chatham, N.Y. Leaders will be 
Michael Simmons and Stephen Thiermann. 
8-Friends Historical Association's annual spring 
meeting, held jointly with Friends School Union, 
at Exeter (Pa.) Meeting. Carol Hoffecker,Richards 
professor of history at the University of Delaware, 
will speak on " A Family of Friends: the Ferris 
Family in" Wilmington." For information, contact 
Friends Historical Association at Quaker Collec
tion, Haverford College, Haverford, PA 19041. 
14-Pennock Family Reunion to celebrate the 
250th anniversary of Primitive Hall, which is the 
Pennock family homestead, at Route 841, West 

PROFIT 
ORIENTED 

Grove, Pa. , homestead. Tailgate picnic begins at 
noon. Also, speakers and hayrides. For informa
tion, contact Lydia W. Bartholomew, Lucky Hill 
Farm, 145 Lucky Hill Road, West Chester, PA 
19382, telephone (215) 692-3075 between 7 and 8 
p.m. 
19-22-Southern Appalachian Yearly Meeting at 
Christrnount Conference Center, Blackmountain, 
N.C. For information, contact Connie La Monte, 
613 lOth Ave. , South, Birmingham, AL 35205, 
telephone (205) 324-5256. 
20-22-War Tax Resistance National Action Con
ference at Montara, Calif. Theme: " I Am Not in 
This by Myself." Cost: $40, including lodging, 
meals, and materials. For information, contact the 
National War Tax Resistance Coordinating Com
mittee, P.O. Box 85810, Seattle, WA 98145, 
telephone (206) 522-4377. 
22-0pen house from 2:30 to 4 p.m. at The 
McCutchen, Yearly Meeting Friends Home, 21 
Rockview Ave. , North Plainfield, N.J. 

JUNE 
2-4-Nebraska Yearly Meeting at University 
Friends Meeting, Wichita, Kans. For information, 
contact Dean Young, 417 S. Millwood, Wichita, 
KS 67213, telephone (316) 262-3139. 
7-12-Intermountain Yearly Meeting at Ghost 
Ranch, Abiquiu, N.M. For information, contact 
Mary Dudley, 2628 Granada, S.W., Albuquerque, 
NM 87105, telephone (505) 873-0376. 
10-12-Bruderhof conference, " New Testament 
Church in the 21st Century, Searching for Answers 
in a Troubled World," at Woodcrest Bruderhof, 
Box C88, Rifton, NY 12471, telephone (914) 
658-3141. For more information, write to that ad
dress. Later conferences will be held in Connec
ticut, Pennsylvania, and England. 

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 
INVESTMENTS 
Investments which support your financial goals and moral values. 

You can learn how these two objectives are compatible. 
Call or write* for our free booklet "Investing With Social 
Responsibility." It informs you about investments that are 
concerned with social and environmental issues. 

Call or write: Abe Ohanian 1st Vice President Investment 
Socially Responsible Investing Strategy 
Sutro and Co., 
555 S. Flower Street, Suite 3400 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
(213) 362-3900 CA or (800} 421-0298 USA 

*Please include phone number. Member SIPC 
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Classified 
Minimum charge $8. $ .40 per word. 
Classified/display ads are also available--$25 for 
t •, $45 for 2•. Please send payment with order. 
(A FRIENDS JouRNAL box number counts as three words.) 
Add tO% if boxed. tO% discount for 
three consecutive insertions, 25% for six. 

Appearance of any advertisement does not imply 
endorsement by FRIENDS JOURNAL. 

Copy deadline: 35 days before publication. 

Accommodations 

London Bed 8l1d BtelldMt. Close to Key Gardens, sub
way, shops. Reasonable rates. Contact V. Siska, 130 
Marshall Street, Watertown, MA 02172 (617) 924-1578. 

SenUI Fa, N.M., houM, rent or exchange for Washington, 
D.C., area residence. September-December. Snyders, 
1963 Otowi Ad, 87501. (505) 982~9. 

Active Mnior c1t1un highly allergic to insecticides, smoke 
and other pollutants, looking for retirement community or 
some type of congregate living facility with environmental
ly aware people. Write Friends Jouma/, Attn: Advertising 
Manager, Box 99, 1501 Cherry St. Phila., PA 19102. Or 
phone (813) 488-2953. 

Bed and BrNidaat In Philadelphia. Convenient location 
near Center City and public transponation. Private room 
with bath and kitchenette. Spanish spoken, children 
welcome. Oowlln/Kent, 102 N. 35th St., Philadelphia, PA 
19104. (215) 222-1253 

Mexico City Frtanda Center. Reasonable accommoda
tions. Reservations recommended. Casa de los Amigos, 
Ignacio Mariscal 132, Mexico OF 705-{)521. 

C.. Habarto Seln Frtanda Canter. Reasonable dormitory 
accommodations. Reservations. Asociacion Sonorense de 
los Amigos, Felipe Selido 32, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico 
Friends Meeting, Sundays 11 a.m. Phone: (Ott-52-621) 
7-01-42. 

w~. D.c., Accommodations for 80journerli/Mminar 
groups. capitol Hill location, reservations advisable. William 
Penn House, 515 E. Capitol St., SE, Washington, DC 
20003. Telephone: (202) 543-5580. 

Waahlngton, D.C., Bed 8l1d bi'Mkfaat in Friendly home. 
Convenient location. Children welcome. Reservations. 
Monthly residence also available. (202) 265-4144 eves. and 
weekends. 

New York City, Panlngton Frtanda Houaa, 215 E. 15th 
St., New York, NY 10003. Friendly lodging at reasonable 
rates. Single and double occupancy, includes delicious 
breakfast and evening meal. A country inn in the heart of 
Manhattan. Call ahead for reservations: (212) 673-1730. 

London? Stay at the Penn Club, Bedford Place, London 
WCtB SJH. Friendly atmosphere. Central for Friends 
House, West End, concerts, theater, British Museum, 
university, and excursions. Telephone: 01-636-4718. 

Books and Publications 

Brief artlclaa on the original Quaker message and its 
Implications for today. Quanerly, $6 a year. Send for 
sample copy. New Foundation Papers, Box 267, Kutz
town, PA 19530. 

Ship's Log "In the same boat", catalogue of books on cop
Ing for the mentally ill, their families and supportive care
givers. Medical approaches and Individual empowerment. 
P.O. Box 638, Decatur GA 30031. 

By the author of the Hayter Sonnets: Kenneth Boulding 
has published a little volume enmled Sonnets on Courtship, 
Matrlage, end Family, which you may like (pamphlet, 32 pp., 
ee sonnets). Send $3.50 (including $1 for postagelhandling) 
to: Peacable Kingdom Press, P.O . Box 5337, Bloomington, 
IN 47407-5337. 

Inclusive Language Bible for Children. L. and J . Spears 
support Friends Jouma/ and introduce Wont of Mouth Bible. 
Accurate, readable and Inclusive. Word of Mouth quanerty 
newsletter Includes new English translations from Genesis 
and Luke. Volume subscriptions $15. WOM, 1824 
Catherine, Bismarck, NO 58501. 
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Quakers Are Funny/ 
And proof Is in the pages of Quakers At8 Funny, the first 
book of new Friendly humor in 20 years. 100 + pages 
of rollicking jokes, quips, anecdotes, cartoons, puns, and 
poetry in a quality paperback. Get in on the laughs now: 
$6.95 plus $1.05 shipping; two or more copies shipped 
postpaid from Kimo Press, Dept. 84, P.O . Box 1361, 
Falls Church, VA 22041 . 

Let Frlencla Serve You. Quality bookstore service to 
Friends everywhere. Quakers classic and modern; inspira
tional readings; peace and conflict resolution; minority 
issues; books for women, children, and all readers. Friends 
Book Store, 158 N. 15th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102. 
(215) 241-7225. 

Old book8cout locataa out of print books. Write: Green
mantle, Box 1178FJ, Culpepper, VA 22701-7324. 

FrM. Our new catalogue of inspiring books by contem
porary Sufi Master Bawa Muhaiyaddeen. Write or call: 
Fellowship Press, 5820 Overbrook Ave., Phila., PA 19131. 
Phone (215) 879-8604. 

Boob-Ou-. aplrttual ~. history, biography, and 
current Quaker experience published by Friends United 
Press, tOt -A Quaker Hill Dr., Richmond, IN 47374. Write 
for free catalogue. 

Do You Read 
A Friendly latter 

Every Month? 
If not, maybe you should. Few Quaker publications have 
caused as much talk and controversy per page as A 
Friendly LBtter since it first appeared in 1981 . That's 
because it has brought a growing number of readers a 
unique series of Marching, crisply written repons on 
today's key Quaker Issues and events, in a convenient 
newsletter format. Many of these reports have been the 
first and some the only coverage of these important 
topics. A year's subscription (12 Issues) is $13.95; sam
pie copies free from A Friendly Letter, P .0. Box 1361, 
Dept. FJ20, Falls Church, VA 22041 

Conferences 

Woolman Hill WHkanda 
May 20-22 What's Happening In the Middle East? with 
Joseph Gerson of AFSC. 
June tG-12 Parenting Skills for Quakers, childcare 
available. Cost $50 per weekend. Contact Woolman Hill, 
Deerfield, MA 01342. (413) n4-343t. 

Communities 
Working or studying In Boaton? Join Quaker-sponsored 
community of 20 Interested in peace, spiritual growth, and 
community living. All races, faiths, etc., welcome. 
Preference given to applications received by 4110 for June 
openings, by 7/t 0 for Sept. For application, more informa
tion: Baacon Hill Friends House, 6 Chestnut St., Boston, 
MA 02108, (617) 227-9118. 

Educational Opportunities 
Coma live and learn In Community. The Resident Pro
gram at St. Banedict Center, Madison, invites people of all 
ages and backgrounds who seek spiritual growth, social 
change, or reflective time and space in a suppol1ive, 
challenging, Quaker-Protestant-Catholic "school of the 
spirit" to spend one, two, or three tO-week terms in com
munity with us. For a catalogue and full infonmation, write: 
Parker J . Palmer, Dept. 26, St. Benedict Center, Box 5588, 
Medison, WI 53705. 

For Sale 
Collactfva Vlelon, progressive folk/rock band seen on 
Showtime's Rock/Roll Summit in Moscow presents "move" 
musicl For bookings, conce11 line, tape orders: (805) 
527-6228, 1015 Gaytey Ave. 171, Los Angeles, CA 90024. 

No Electric Powe!11,_? Solar electric power provides 
home comfol1s at any location. We use ill Questions per
sonally answered. Send $3 for educational catalogue of 
electricity sources, lights, pufllllS, appliances, books, more. 
Backwoods Cabin Electric, 8530-FJ, Rapid Lightening 
Creek, Sandpoint, 10 63864. (208) 263-4290. 

Will Fonma. Ready to fill in. Anyone can. Only $4.25 (2 for 
$6.95). Forms, Box 3809, New Haven, CT 06525. 

Leather Alternative. Quality selection of leather-free 
wallets, belts, shoes, and other accessories. Men's and 
women's styles. Avoid using animal skins. Free catalogue. 
Aesop Unlimited, Dept. 903, P.O. Box 315, Cambridge, MA 
02140. 

Susan Startt'a MCOncl album, Rainbow People. Released 
in November. Cost $9 per cassette plus $1.50 postage and 
handling. Send orders and checks to Susan Stark Music, 
P.O. Box 339, Rindge, NH 03461, (803) 899-6080. 

Personal 
Senior Citizen will share home with someone who can help 
with the housework. Call (809) 737-2887. 

Single Booklovara gets cultured, single, widowed, or 
divorced persons acquainted. Nationwide, run by Friends. 
Established 1970. Write Box 117, Gradyville, PA 19039, or 
call (215) 358-5049. 
Looking for accommodations lnlnear·Phlladalphia dur
ing enrollment at University Pa. September '88 through 
June '89. In exchange for rent or caretaking. Female 
nonsmoker, no pets, classical music lover. (914) 462-7980 
evenings and weekends. 

Clualcal Music Lovara' Exct~ano--Nationwide link 
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31 , 
Pelham, NY 10803. ' 
Concemed Slnglea Newsletter links compatible singles 
concerned about peace, justice, environment. Free sam
ple: Box 555-F, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

Male, 30, on disability, moving to Norristown, Pa., near 
public transpol1ation, will team up with responsible straight 
male, to locate and share apar1ment, expenses, etc. (215) 
67~7960. 

"I want to aarva others." Year long assignments in 
Quaker outreach (Inner city, peace, refugees, hunger, 
social services). Inquire: Quaker Volunteer Witness, 101 
Quaker Hill Drive, Richmond, IN 47374. (317) 982-7573. 

American Frlanda Sarvlca Commlttaa seeks Associate 
Executive Secretary for Finance, based in Philadelphia, 
responsible to board and executive secretary for_ overall 
raising of funds for AFSC; administer Finance Department 
and administrative experience; strong interpersonal skills, 
judgment. Also, opening for Regional Executive Secretary 
of Pacific Northwest region, based in Seattle, WA, finan
cial management, budgeting; demonstrated experience 
providing staff support, supervision; strong communication 
skills. In New York City, opening for Associate Represen
tative, Quaker United Nations Offica, to promote and com
municate Quaker perspectives, values regarding matters 
before the UN; maintain contacts in UN community; arrange 
and coordinate meetings between UN delegates and 
others; assist in development of program ideas. Requires 
subetantlve working knowledge of international affairs, the 
UN system; experience working in one of the following 
areas: disarmament/security, international economicsld&
velopment, human rights; ability to analyze, interpret inter
national political developments; strong communication 
skills. All positions require compatibility with principles, 
philosophy of Friends and AFSC; commitment to nonviolent 
social change. Contact: Karen Cromley, AFSC, 1501 
Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102. AFSC is an Affirmative 
Action/EOEmployer. 

Military Counaalor/P- Educator to live at Quaker 
House of Fayetteville, North Carolina. Person familiar with 
Quakerism. Two-year renewable commitment. Lodging, 
car, health Insurance, and $8,400/year. Send resume and 
Inquiries to John Cardarelli, 1014 Lakewood Ave., Durham, 
NC 2n01. (919)489-4561. 

Property Manager (lull time) Powell House, New York 
Yearly Meeting's retreat In upstate New York, seeks an ex
perienced individual to maintain and oversee property con
cerns. The Powell House property includes two large turn
of-the-century conferenca buildings, two separate staff 
buildings, residences, garages, and other storage buildings, 
an eleven-site campground with pavilion and pit-toilets, two 
ponds and 57 partially-wooded acres. Thorough knowledge 
of electrical wiring, plumbing, heating systems, vehicle 
maintenance, and other general maintenanca required. 
This position Involves regular Interaction with Powell House 
guests and committee of oversight. Understanding and ap
preciation of Friends' principles and values necessary. 
Compensation Includes salary, housing, or housing 
allowance, meals, full health benefits. Poshion available 
May 1988. Send resume and references to Susan Corson
Finne11y, Powell House, ROt, Box 180, Old Chatham, NY 
12136. (518) 794-6811 . 
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Summer lhlm-~~(May 1-Aug 31). If you 
enjoy working outdoors in a beautiful environment, this 
poshion may be for you. The summer maintenance as
sistant will help with general maintenance, primarily 
grounds care. Maintenance skills or apthude are desirable, 
experience with a tractor Is helpful, ability to work In
dependently Is eseential. Position includes salary, delicious 
meals, and residence in a simple but charming environ
ment. Contact Susan Conlon-Finnerty, Powell House, RD1 , 
Box 180, Old Chatham, NY 12136. (518) 794-8811 . 

,.._ahlp of Aeconclllatlon, 7 4-year old religious pacifist 
organization, 8Mks applicants for positions of Development 
Coordinator and Development Associate who will be 
responslble for fund-raising and membership development 
strategy through direct mail, personal solicitation, etc. 
Demonstrated ability In fund-raising; familiarity with grant 
writing, direct mall or planned giving programs. Apply by 
May 20, 1988. Minorities and women encouraged. Send 
resumes to Fran Levin, Box 271 , Nyack, NY 10960; phone 
(914) 358-4601 . 

Penclle Hill St.tr Openings: Three, year-round positions, 
each available September 1, 1988, each offering a cash 
salary with perquisites including housing, meals, utilities, 
and benefits. Applicants should be able to live easily in com
munity. 1. Cook: Share work, responsibility with two others 
for planning, cooking, serving three meals per day to com
munity of 70 and weekend conferences of 30. 2 . Resident 
Assistant: Cleaning and upkeep of rooms and furnishings; 
supervise work crews; greet and orient guests, sojourners, 
,_students; eome planning and record keeping. 3. Main
tainance Worker; Must have strong skills and be self-starter 
in carpentry, electrical and plumbing work. 4. Two Sum
mer Staff Openings: These two positions available June 15 
to August 15, 1988. 1. Cook: Assist In preparing and serv
ing meals to resident community. 2. Resident Assistant: 
Clean rooms, linena, give hospitality to guests. Both sum
mer jobs Include room, board, utilities, plus a cash salary. 
For further information or applicalion, write to Eve Beehler, 
Pendle Hill, Wallingford, PA 19086, or call (215) 566-4507. 

Frtencla Community School, under the care of Adelphi 
Friends Meeting, Is ready to welcome to Its staff, a teacher 
experienced In teaching kindergarten, first grade and tran
sition c,_, We arel_ooklng for someone who Is creative 
and dedicated and to whom helping nurture the growth of 
a ,_ school is a gift. Please contact Friends Community 
School, 2303 Metzerott Rd., Adelphi, MD 20783. 

Development "--ata Pendle Hill, Quaker Study 
Center. Annual appeal management, secretarial duties, 
prospect research, contribution processing, record
keeping and reporting, helping with regional gatherings 
and travel. Skills: excellent written and verbal English: 
attention to detail; computer data-entry and word
processing; superior typing: ability to organize 
volunteers, strong desire to work In fund-raising and 
planning. Write or call: Coleman or Astrid Dorsey, Pendle 
Hill, Wallingford, PA 19086. (215) 566-4507. 

Job opening for Development Director for Friends Com
mittee on National Legislation, a nonprofit expreasion of the 
work of the Religious Society of Friends to help shape 
public policy In Waahington, D.C. The Development Direc
tor will oversee all areas of fund-raising and financial 
development for the FCNL. Applicants should have proven 
fund-raising and management skills and ahould be a Friend 
and/or well-acquainted with Friends' testimonies and pro
cedures. Applications accepted until June 1, 1988. For ap
plication form and job description, write or call David 
Boynton, FCNL, 245 Second Street NE, Washington, DC 
20002. (202) 547-8000 

Frtencla Mambaf IIMCied to serve as Meeting Resident 
Friend In return for rent-free housing and small salary in 
pleasant surroundings two blocks from University of 
Denver. A detailed job-description will be sent on request. 
Position Is available approximately June 1st. Application 
may be sent to Jim Ray, 2520 S. Ivanhoe Place, Denver, 
co 80222. 

Nui'M, CounMiors (age 18+), W.S.I. (age 21 +),Cook 
needed for small, co-ed, residential summer camp. Skills 
in pottery, crafts, music, and nature are needed. We are 
looking for staff with high energy, creativity, and maturity. 
Better than average pay. Write or call Susan Morris, Direc
tor, Friends Camp, P.O. Box 84, E. Vassalboro, ME 04935, 
(207) 9~3975. 

Pert-time Frtencla pator in rural community of 3,000. 
FUM/Nebraska Yearly Meeting affiliation. Parsonage 
available. To start summer of 1988. Reply to Kay Mesner, 
Clerk, Ministry and Counsel, Route 1 Box 85, Central City, 
NE 68828. 
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Aaaldant Dlractor(a) IIMCied to run forest retreat center 
with Quaker-Buddhist roots. Ternenos Is small, rustic retreat 
center on a remote mountain in western Mass. 30 minutes 
away from Amherst-Northampton area. Former healing spa 
with mineral springs. Year-round position with full-time 
responsibility In extended summer season, part-time In 
colder months. Stay is free in winter to earn additional In
come. comfortable wood-heated cabin, no electricity or 
phone, summer board, monthly stipend, winter vacation. 
Write: Temenoa Search Committee, c/o Kaui-Connolly, 72 
Dryads Green, Northampton MA 01080. 

Children'• Olacovary Worbhop. Now hiring a creative 
individual with knowledge of busineas, education, and 
public relations to serve as the director of participatory 
museum for children ages 3 to 10, beginning approx. June 
1, 1988. Please include three references. Mall resume to 
YMCA, 4th and Elmira Street, Williamsport, PA 1 n01, care 
of Dr. Anne Williams. 

Monteverde Frtencla School naada tNChara for grades 
1~. Bilingual school, Spanish required grades 1 and 2, in
dividualized instruction, small cl88888, low pay, beautiful 
environment. Gnsst opportunity for retired teachers. Schoof 
year July-March. Contact Monteverde Friends School, 
Apartedo 10185, Sen Jose, Costa Rica. 

Dadk:Mad couple needed to parent group home. Some 
foster care experience necessary. Medical benefits, 
beautiful climate. Write: New Family Vision, P.O . Box 858, 
Los Olivos, CA 93441 , or phone (805) 688-1180. 

NMdad, by elderly woman, companion/cook/housekeep
Ing assistant In pleasent suburban Long Island home. Car 
desirable. Pearl Francke, 33 Field Ave., Hicksville, NY 
11801 . (518) 931-oo54. 

~ to the Director, wilderneas canoe trip camp. 
2'h-month Base Camp position, dealing with people, food, 
equipment, transports. Family welcome, simple island liv
ing. People, organizational skills eseential, mechanical and 
boat-handling a plus. Valid driver's license. Write Ate. 88, 
Box 16, Cuahlng, ME 04583. 

Positions Wanted 
Brltlah Friend M8ka w81'danahlp or similar post In N.E. 
United States as of summer '88. W. Busby, 37, Black Grif
fen Lane, Canterbury. Kent CT1 200, England. 

P......,.,. A.S. '87, Vincennes (IN) University, available 
after 4115188. Currently preparer, H&R Block; volunteer, 
legal assistance offices. Ruth Earnhar1, 1390 N. Ryan Ct. 
Porter, IN 46304. (219) ~172. 

Friend with B8 (math), MA (aduc8tlon), 4 years teaching 
experience, available for high school or junior COllage, 
starting autumn 1988. Prefer snowbeit, Rockies, PNW. 
Georgianna Henry, Box 331, Duluth, MN 55801. (218) 
724-8352. 

Schools 
The Meeting Sc:hool, a challenge to creative living and 
learning. A Quaker high school that encourages Individual 
growth through strong academics and an equally demand
ing emphasis on community cooperation. Students live in 
faculty homes. Art and farm programs. Coed, boarding, 
grades 9-12 and post grad, collage prep. Founded in 1957. 
Rindge, NH 03461. (803) 899-3388. 

au.lcer Sc:hooiM HclrahMI, 318 Meetinghouse Rd., Hor
sham, PA 19044, (215) 674-2875. A friendly, caring environ
ment where children with learning disabilities can grow in 
skills and self-esteem. Small cl88888. Grades 1~. 

Services Offered 

Typaaattlng by Frtencla Publlahlng Corporation. 
Our organization offers you profeasional typesetting at 

friendly rates. We typeset books, manuscripts, newslet· 
tara, brochures, posters, eds, and every lasue of Friends 
Journal. We also produce quality type via modem 
transmlasion. Call (215) 241·7282, or 241-7116 for more 
information. 

Femlly RailltloM CommlttM'a Counaallng Service 
(PYM) provides confidential profeasional counseling to in
dividuals, couples In most geographic areas of Philadelphia 
Yearly Meeting. All counselors are Quakers. All Friends, 
regular attendera, and employees of Friends organizations 
are eligible. Sliding fees. Further information or brochure
contact Arlene Kelly, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 
19102, (215) 988-0140. 

Frtencla lnaurMC8 Group 
The Friends Insurance Group was founded in 1975 to 
provide a medium through which qualified Friends 
organizations can obtain individualized Insurance 
coverage with the security and purchasing advantages 
of the Group. One hundred two meetings, churches, 
schools, colleges, boarding homes, and other organiza. 
tions from coast to coast are members. Write or call 
Richard P. Banaen, Secretary, Friends lnsuranceGioup 
1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102, for Infor
mation. Telephone (215) 241-7202. 

Fruatralad by paper clutter? Office and household records 
custom organized. Filing systems designed, work spaces 
planned. Horwitz Information Services, (215) 544-8376. 

Soclelty Raaponalble lnvaatlng 
Using cllent-apacified social criteria, I screen in
vestments. I use a financial planning approach to port
folio management by Identifying Individual objectives and 
designing an investment strategy. I work with individuals 
and busineases. Call: Sacha Millstone, (202) 857-5462 
in Washington, D.C., area, or (800) 368-5897. 

General Contractor. Repairs or alterations on old or 
historical buildings. Storm and fire damage restored. John 
File, 1147 Bloomdale Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19115, (215) 
484-2207. 

Publlah Your Book. Northland Preas offers complete serv
Ices from typesetting to marketing assistance. Peaca and 
justica concerns a priority. Northland Preas, 51 E 4th, Suite 
412, Winona, MN 55987, (507) 452-3886. 

Moving to North CeroiiM? Maybe David Brown, a Quaker 
real estate broker, can help. Contact him st 1208 PI~ 
Dr., Greensboro, NC 27410, (919) 294-2095. 

Summer Rentals 
Elkmont Guaat Houaa & Cotmgaa. Home cooked meals. 
Country living. Garden produce. Irene Harvey, RD 1, Box 
188 Forksville, PA 18816. (717) 924-3855. 

Heaven on &rth-Prince Edward Island. Secluded 
seaside, one-bedroom rustic college with boat, bikes and 
bucolic serenity. (201) 947-5847. 

Prince Edw81'd lalend Canade. Secluded, comfortable 
seaside cottage. Private beech, warm swimming, excellent 
birding and fish ing, completely equipped, reasonable. 
Available late June and late July. (215) 399-0432. 
EnJoy the White Mount81na in a cabin with electricity, run
ning water, fireplace, swimming, hiking. Lucille Koenig, 
Thornton, PA 19373. (215} 459-0742. 

MUM Haven, 2'h room, Catskills cabin available In two
week-block minimums, 6/2(}.7/1; 6/1-9/5. Cc>op community 
with two pools, tennis, basketball courts, ball field, 
playground. Two hours from N.Y .C. by car/bus; 4 blocks 
Wurtsboro bus stop. $210 per week. Call Pat (212i 
884-9845. 

Downaaat Maine. Small cabin on shore, near wildlife 
~e. Sleeps two aduita, three small children. Secluded, 
beautiful setting. $190 week, utilities. Two week rentals. 
May.July, mid-September on (215) 84!H037. 223 Buck 
Lane, Haverford, PA 19041. 

Vacations and Retreats 
Explore Qaorga Fox'• territory, Lake District, Yorkshire 
Dales. Friend welcomes paying guests at her small hill farm. 
Excellent food. Peacocke, Dummah Hill, N. Stalnmore, 
Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria CA17 4D2 England. Tel. 093 04 
218. 

Moum.ln Aalraat, modem cabin bordering PA state forest, 
good hiking, $250/Wk. Call (717} 742-4118 for brochure and 
dates. 

Finn'• Inn, Lake Chautauqua (western New York state), 
is available off-season for group retreats and meetings. 
Lodging $1 Of person/night (food extra), maximum 20 guests. 
Write: Finn's Inn, Orchard Ave., Dewittville, NY 14728; call: 
(716) 834-3597 or 753-3444. 

Adlrond8cb-housekeeplng cabins on natural, living 
lake-swim, boat, fish, hike, bike, play, or study. Write 
Dreby, Cranberry Lake, NY 12927, (215) 922-6975. 

M8lna lalend viiCIItlon rent81: Mostly off-season openings. 
$500/Week negotiable. 8 bedrooms, 3 baths, fully equipped 
on 14-acre peninsula. Vinalhaven. Phone (215) 843-4034. 
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Why choose Medford Leas? 
': . . Becau.se of its diversity of people, 

its opportunities for seroice, 
its outreach beyond the community and 

because it is founded on the broad-based 
principles in which Friends believe. 

A great amount of thought went into the planning, 
indicative, I believe of what Friends do. " 

F ranees and William L. Brown have 
thought carefully about selecting a 

life-care community. It had to be a 
special place. As a member of the 
Society of Friends, Frances hoped to 
live where Friends' principles of concern 
for others touched all facets oflife. 

They wanted to be part of a caring 
community that reached out to others 
in service and in friendship. And most 
of all, they wanted to enjoy a full life 
assured of comprehensive, life-long 
health services. 

"A couple can come to Medford 
Leas," said Frances, "and if one or the 
other needs care, there are no problems. 
That is very, very important." 

The Browns- Frances, a retired 
psychiatric social worker, and William, 
an active school psychologist- anticipate 
finding new opportunities for 

fulfillment in a community where 
people share common values and enrich 
each other with their diverse interests 
and backgrounds. 

With thoughtful care, Frances and 
William Brown have chosen a new life, a 
new home. 

It is Medford Leas. 

Medford Leos, on uncommon Continuing Core Retirement Community at Medford, New Jersey 
Conducted by members of the Religious Society of Friends 

For assistance, telephone 609-654-3000. Outside of New Jersey, call toll-free 1-600-331-4302. 
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